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Prasadi Souvenir 2071, the annual publication of
Prasadi Academy presents, students creativities,
feelings, memories and nostalgia that we had
together for two academic sessions with friends
and its members. This book is presented to the
reader as a true reflection of Prasadi and the
Prasadians.

We are very proud to announce that we are
Prasadian, where care is culture. It is an academia
which helps us, inspire us and encourage us to
achieve our goals. It is always ready to provide us
a platform to explore ourselves. We heartily
express our gratitude to the academy for being with
us all the time and transforming us into incredible
assets.

We would like to acknowledge the support from
all teachers, staff, and the management for their
help. At the same time, we express our earnest
gratefulness to respected chief Mr. Bikram Rai for
his support and instigation to shape the Souvenir
in this form. We highly appreciate comments,
critical appreciations and suggestions from our
valued readers.

Design by: Jayashower Aryal



MESSAGE

It is a matter of great pleasure to learn that the Prasadi
Academy Higher Secondary School, Manbhawan,
Lalitpur is bringing out a PRASADI SOUVENIR 2071 on
16th years of its establishment.

Education is the key for progress of humankind. It makes
people more civilized and cultured. It helps to create an
ideal society. The development process of each sector of
nation is guided by proper education. Hence, we need to
make our education system qualitative, competitive,
scientific and practical for making our society more
prosperous and developed. Government is always effortful
to make education easily accessible, cost effective,
qualitative, modern, employment oriented and practical
to all citizens.

The contributions made by founders, social activists  and
education to establish and smoothly operate this
prestigious academy with realization of quality education
are commendable. Students, who began early education
at this academy and graduated from here, have been
contributing in various spheres. I appreciate the
contributions of founder, board members, teachers and
other staffs, parents and students for their continuous
effort, support and devotion.

I am confident that the Souvenir, published on 16th years
of installation will incorporate thoughtful, analytical,
creative articles from the students. It will be useful for
those who intend to know the academic status of the
PRASADI ACADEMY at glance.

I extend my cordial greetings to the PRASADI family and
wish the publication all success.

Jaya Nepal !

14th September 2014 Sushil Koirala
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MESSAGE

It is my great pleasure to learn that Prasadi Academy
Higher Secondary School is publishing its Souvenir
entailing  students’ academic and creative writings. It
is the Souvenir that allows students to unfold their
suppressed emotions and impulses too.

I am mindful of the significance of education that
provides inner light to human beings and helps in
human becoming. Life without education is like that of
flower without incense. It has been invested a lot on
education by government and private sectors and
focused on result only. Knowledge gets impaired if there
is no moral behavior and so I am really glad to know
that care is culture at Prasadi Academy and Prasadians
are the expression of man’s spiritual nature in the realm
of material existence. Education without moral values
cannot drive society in the right direction and this should
be the concern of all schools run whether in private
public sectors.

I wish you all the best.

....................................
(Chitralekha Yadav)

Minister

PRASADI SOUVENIR  2071MESSAGE

Date: 14th September 2014
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PRIDE OF PRASADI

BINISHA LAMSAL
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD WINNER

BATCH - 2069/71
SCIENCE

ROSHAN KUMAR YADAV
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD WINNER

BATCH - 2069/71
MANAGEMENT

4
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TWO YEARS JOURNEY IN
PRASADI ACADEMY

I still remember the 1st Shrawan, 2069, the first day
of my life in ‘Prasadi’. I was  a little nervous for not
finding my name in the notice board. Suddenly I
found my name in section list G6. When I entered
the class I was the first to reach in the class. Then
I met ‘Rashmi’ who was very sweet and kind to me.
Then as the day passed I made many friends and
among them Lasata, Narbada and Rashmi are my
besties. The days in XI passed by giving exams and
maintaining the results. But when I was promoted
to grade XII I started enjoying college life. In grade
XII I was in M4 my new section. I was very happy to
see my friends from G6. I also made many new
friends. For me M4 was the best section with many
toppers as well as comedians. In two benches with
me, Lasata, Rashmi, Chahana, Pratibha and Nikita
used to make lots of fun. I remember the moment
when Manisha and Pragya used to make me and
Lasata laugh whole period in the chemistry lab. As
the days passed, now it is the time to say goodbye
to “Prasadi”.

In these two years I have gained lots of memories
which will always remain in core of my heart. I will
remember the time that I spent with my friends. I
will miss the wild dance in our  picnic in Tribhuwan
Park. I will also miss all my teachers especially
SBH sir and GT sir. I will miss eating “Pani Puri”

with Rashmi and Narbada while going home. And how can
I forget the jokes of Akhilesh and Abinash that used to
make M4 laugh. Writing in two paragraphs is not sufficient
to write the memories that I have gained in “Prasadi”. So I
would like to thank “Prasadi” for making my college life full
of happiness and enjoyment. At last, I love you friends; all
my teachers and “Prasadi Academy”.

Anamika Yadav
XII Science M4
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MEMORIES

Being a teenager is hard as there are so many
challenges and opportunities that we should rise
to the occasion to, so many dreams ride upon
us and there are many fates relying upon us.
We live such a routine and regular life, we have
forgotten to respect each other. Moreover, we
have also forgotten to respect nature. We are in
such a realm that we just have memories to hold
on to. Memories vivid, pictorial and sweet have
been given to us from many sources. A source
very sweet, funny and life changing was given to
us by Prasadi. So first and foremost the series
of thanks goes to Prasadi and all the members
related to it. All of the staffs, teachers have a
part to take in giving us the memories. Prasadi
has changed our view of life and the way we live
it in a very positive way and being a Prasadian is
a very honoring asset. Prasadi taught us to have
punctuality, discipline and to complete tasks
taken at hand. We have been very proud to call
ourselves Prasadians. It has taught us or at least
me to live my life in such a way to aspire others
too, to become great men in the future. The
lessons taught in Prasadi by the teachers, the
chief sir will be very valuable throughout our life.
So, thank you Prasadi for all the memories.

Anish Rai
XII Science M9
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RRG Sir:  Ok ……. You come forward………. So …..
Ginger bread House……
KBP Sir: Aeh halla na gar. Yata sun

The way of teaching chemistry of SBH and BCG sir was
fabulous and outstanding. They are the best teachers that
I had ever found. While the time passed by, I made many
friends. The section G6 was quite romantic. Subhan
Manandhar, Dipendra Khadka, Aakash Shrestha,
Shubham Adhikari, Sudip Gurung and many others were
my best friends and M2 was funny from the very first day.
There too I made many friends. Pukar, Sayog, Raju,
Madan, Sohail, Sahil, Sumit, Krishna, Miraj were very
close to me. The picnic that we attended from Prasadi
was rocking especially the dance.

These all beautiful moments will always remain with me.
Success does not lie in falling down and making mistakes.
It lies in the fact that how many you try to rise up after
falling. Lastly I want to wish best of luck to everyone for
their bright future and want to thank and salute Prasadi
Academy sincerely.

Aaditya Kumar Mishra
XII Science M2

MY RESPECT TO PRASADI

The first day when I entered the Prasadi Academy,
I found the scenario quite different from the school
where I had studied. The hair checking and bag
checking in the very first week led me be into a
dilemma whether it was appropriate to be a
Prasadian or to go for meditation in a temple. But
within a couple of weeks, my mentality got totally
changed and now I can boast that Prasadi is the
best college and I am quite lucky to be a part of it.

The educational environment, dedication of teachers
and the commitment of chief sir are unique and
impressive. I think when you are a Prasadian, you
can cherish your every single second that you spend
in the college and all these memories will be in
heart forever. How can anyone forget all those funny
and ever inspiring dialogues of teachers? (Hope it
is taken lightly)
SBH Sir: Ghass haru. I will cut your ……… neck.
BCG Sir: Yesterday, Yesterday …………. Idiot !
YKG Sir: Talai Garna aaudaina! Ullu the great.
RKS Sir: Pheri Pheri Pheri ………. Chupne ! Kasto
Latokhosera Cha Yo.
SKS Sir: Keep quiet. Don’t speak. Only listen (When
no one is speaking)
RPY Sir: Observe it as well as absorb it.
GT Sir: Ha ha ha… Aani K ta! Tyo aauta hunxa
ni………
SSA maam: “Padha hai timiharu”.
SK maam: K ho na Padhne. Uh, Uh
SJ maam: In a crying mode: (Katti halla gar Ya)
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MOMENTS IN PRASADI

After entering Prasadi Academy I had not
realized that this college would also be so
exciting and entertaining. The rumour in
market was that this college was so strict,
there were no any extra activities, the
teachers were also not so friendly with
students. But we found Prasadi like a
coconut very hard from outside but very soft
from inside. In the beginning, we found the
college so much monotonous and boring but
when the days passed, every single moment
in Prasadi Academy was exciting and joyful.
Cutting hair after every fortnight, doing
homework till late at night, laughing in SBH
sir’s class, practicing numerical in RPY sir
class, etc all these moments were last
enjoying. And the unforgettable dialogue of
some teachers such as
RKS Sir :Padhana Padha………
RPY Sir: Last bench connected or not?
SBH Sir: Carbon ko valency tamatar ko vhau
ho…?
BPP Sir: Practice otherwise I will give u a
round kick.
All these moments are glorious, unforgettable
and everlasting.

Aashish Karn
XII Science M9
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WARM MEMORIES
Journey of two years,
Eyes full of tear,
Assurance of no fears,
Wishing all friends to be near.

Smelled spring; days with you,
Full of joy and excitement,
Smile on face at present days,
Pierce heart thousand times,
Spit for the time’s face,
That shattered my energetic days.

With you, days were game,
Your disappearance leads to tangle,
Oh, dear Prasadi! we were a family,
Clock washed our smiles,
Humiliation achieved from time,
Enthusiasm shattered but
consideration alive,
Our relation is never to break.

Till the last date,
Your fragrance was smelled,
That classroom, that environment,
Those days, those friends,
You provided, never going to forget,
Forget myself but not you,
Being embedded in the heart,
Take a oath, you feel proud of me.

Nabin Bhattarai
XII Science M8
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After I passed my SLC there were several ways to go
through in my new journey. But I had to take a trust worthily
and safe way that would secure and lead my future. And
finally, it was Prasadi college where my heading stopped
and turned up. Being a part of Prasadi is another
unforgettable moment of life. I feel proud to be the member
of Prasadi because I got opportunities to have a number of
friends and many teachers as my guides. Besides it guided
me to lead the life in successful way. It taught me how to
be disciplined and honest in life because “Honesty with
hard-working is the key to success in life”. I am really
impressed and fully satisfied in Prasadi with the way it
guides students and provides various opportunities to
decorate the skills of students. Moreover, it provides the
encouragement and confidence to students to fight in the

field of competition. I am also one of the luckiest ones to
get opportunity to explore my potentiality from Prasadi.
Initially, I was a bit confused, whether I would really get
success in my studies as it was new and challenging one.
There were many questions with full of doubt bouncing in
my mind but the teachers here are really co-operative and
helpful who guided me very well. They sometimes
threatened me, scolded me, loved me, patted on my head,
and even made fun of me. I really enjoyed their teaching

styles and became more flexible with students so
that all students could ask questions without any
hesitation.
Likewise, in the field of Prasadi I met many friends
who really trusted me, guided me and helped me in
the moments when I was in fear to take the steps
ahead. Among my friends Aavas and Sudip were
always there to support me, guide me and fill the
gap of loneliness. We were always there in same
section. We used to share our ideas, views and even
homework. Moreover, the picnic at Tribhuwan Park
was really unforgettable moment of my life where I
got opportunity to be close with teachers, friends
and obviously to dance. Anyway now it has become
a past for me but the opportunities provided by

Prasadi are really unforgettable, no words to describe
it.  It is really hard to be apart from Prasadi but I
have to go ahead because my destiny somewhere
is waiting for me and I have to go.
Lastly, I do not want to say Good–Bye to Prasadi.
Hats off to my Prasadi for making each day of mine
so special and so much memorable.
‘PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN’

Samir Lama
XII Science M2

MY JOURNEY THROUGH PRASADI
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‘THANK YOU PRASADI’
I still remember the beginning,
Which was hard to move with the rules of Prasadi,
But now I realize they were all for the sake,
Of our improvement in life.

How could I be the great,
Without the help of chief sir and teachers’ guidance?
Truly, they are the ones in Prasadi,
Who teach us to believe in ourselves.

Yes, some situations I faced in Prasadi,
Were really tough,
But I question myself,
“Without such hard times, the life in Prasadi,
Would really be fun?”

So, I want to thank Prasadi a lot,
For the lessons of discipline you taught,
Now this girl, who was nervous and shy,
Will come out being courageous and
Will definitely fly...
Thank  you Prasadi with full of love!

Tapasya Rai
XII Science M5
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RE TEST
Month after month
We face a re-test,
We call it a real test
For knowledge it is the best.
Where is the joy?
Where is the rest?
One should find the man
Who systematized the re-test
Day after day
Months pass away,
Always surrounded by the books
With little time to play,
And then the re-test starts
And our happiness fades away.
Few minutes for distributing questions
Immediately starts the tension,
And then searching for the solutions
There are no any options,
Stars start twinkling
Tension is blooming
Answers are all that we’re searching
Just we’re trying for cheating

Sanjay is asking, Prajin is shouting with angle,
Rikesh and Abinash trying to remember
Rashik and Digvijay are scolding,
Akhilesh for he couldn’t answer through
There’s no question that I can do,
I forget the simple definition too.
Cruelty of the teacher without shine
Meaningless birds on the line,
Dancing and singing on the trouble of mine
Teasing me for I lost the shine,
Pale color on the face appeared
There’s where our smiles disappeared,
With random answers we all are worried
Wishing hard if we were stupid,
The bell rings and the test is over
Saying “what a stupid paper it was.”
We all pray to God
Let all this go down the drain,
I’m sure all will say
The Re –test is here again.

Birendra Shah
XII Sci. M4
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I feel that I just entered the Prasadi Academy
yesterday, but now, I am at the end of my two years
studies. I spent these two years, without being
absent in Prasadi Academy. Before I had joined the
Prasadi academy, my heart was beating with fear
and I was feeling nervous about, how to adjust
myself in the new environment. I used to hear that,
“The Prasadi is one of the most strict colleges and
no one could break the rules and regulations.”

I still remember my first day, in Prasadi. I was in
room 9, where there were lots of new faces which
made me nervous. I was also having fear, whether I
would be able to follow the rules and regulations or
not. But as the time passed, everything turned into
normal. I made lots of friends like Bijen, Abiral,
Avash, Dipendra, Rosan, Ramesh, Rameshor,
Shambhu, Fuzin, Mausam, Rohit, Sanjay, Subodh,
Rabin, Sumit, Prabin, Suraj, Lujal, Sandesh,
Supriya, Sanima, Arpana, Aausha etc.

In grade XI, especially in Economics period
Nagendra sir used to call me to the front of the
class to describe the topic. Then I used to convert
the topic into joke and make the class laugh. We
had lots of fun in grade XI. In this way, the time of
grade XI passed slowly and finally, the time came
for us to join in the grade XII. In grade XII, I had to
miss lots of friends because we were separated
into different sections. In grade XII, I made new
friends. I really had a lot of fun. I made more new
friends like Sasanka, Utsav, Abin, Kushal, Kaushal,
Saurav, Biken, Anish, Amit, Rojesh, Prasanna,
Yogesh, Sampurna, Jay, Ishwor, Anjali and many
more. We had a lot of fun on grade XII.

All the teachers of grade XII were cool. The first period
used to be the most unforgettable period. It was the period
of Pankaj sir. His class can be considered as one of the
best classes because he used to crack jokes and the
most important thing that I like about him was that, he
used to link the chapter with the present technology. He
used to describe Samsung galaxy and many other latest
technology. I wonder sometimes how he can manage his
time to do all this things. He knows each and every
information about the latest technology. And the second
period was of Manju madam, where we could get the
environment of learning things. She used to link and
describe the people’s life and benefit of study. I cannot
forget her beautiful smile. And the period of RKS sir, his
favourite dialogue “Haeena”. In each and every sentence,
he used to finish it up by saying “Haeena”. The forth period
of Rama madam. I think she is the best of the best. Every
time, she used to encourage us to study more and try to
score high in business studies. And the last period was of
Accountancy sir. Oh! How can I forget the Ratna Man
Dangol sir’s class which can be considered as “Golden
opportunity period?” . I am great fan of him. I like his way
of teaching. He makes jokes in the class. And at last, I
will never forget the entry of our respected Chief sir in the
class by saying, ‘Hi! Class, Good morning”.

These, two years passed away like a two days. But now,
I am leaving this place by getting knowledge, discipline
and with the full of unforgettable memories. I want to thank
all my friends, teachers and Prasadi academy for the good
and valuable support for these two years.

Prashant Magar
XII Mgmt. N1

DAYS IN PRASADI ACADEMY
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LIFE IS HOW, YOU PERCEIVE IT

Life is the series of gathering happiness,
So cherish the small pleasures,
Follow some rules, forgive quickly, believe,
Slowly, love truly, laugh loudly and,
Try to be a considerable person,
Enjoy each and every moment as,
The last one and
Never avoid anything that makes you smile.
Don’t waste it thinking for the past !
Live for the present and think for the future,
Past gives nothing but it may take many things,
So handle the present carefully and
Pretend to be renowned in future.
It’s the message for you all
Not to fear for your bright future,
If you are in Prasadi, where care is culture……
“Wonna experience life join it and
Upgrade your career to the peak.”
“Proud to be a Prasadian”.

Pratibha Mahato
XII Science M5
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GRADE XII TOURS CHITWAN AND POKHARA
Finally the awaited hectic time table came to a halt
at least for three days. Forty-two enthuastic and
inquisitive students along with two teachers had
gathered at the Prasadi Academy premises with their
luggage all ready for the journey. The students bid
their  farewell to their parents and guardians at 7:00
am for the departure to Chitwan.

It took around five hours to reach Chitwan. After the
check-in at Rhino resort, the tired and hungry
students enjoyed their lunch to the fullest. Then,
many events such as Jungle safari, sight seeing,
campfire etc were enjoyed by the students that day.
The next day after the lunch at 1:00 pm, the students
were ready to travel to Pokhara. The excitement
accelerated when they reached Pokhara. After
reaching Pokhara, they went to Begnas taal for
looking at the beautiful reflection of mountains in
the pond. The next morning, they went to Sarankot
hill to observe the sunrise and visited Bindabaseni
temple then went to hotel River Park for lunch. After
few minutes of rest, the students went to Mahendra
cave, Davis fall, Bat cave, Mountain museum, Seti
River etc.

After visiting these places they again came back to the
hotel and get ready for the ‘Pokhara Street Festival’. The
students were very lucky because they would have the
experience of the very rare festival that was conducted
only once in a year. Sabin Rai’s thrilling concert during the
festival was the most exciting event of all. The next day,
the students did cycling on the lakeside and also did

boating in Phewa taal. Then they headed to Kathmandu on
the same day. Once the students were given their seats,
the real time of relaxation started with their singing, talking,
eating and telling jokes, this time we felt as if ‘we were
together in a big family’. The bus reached the premises of
Prasadi academy at around 5:30 pm where the parents
were eagerly waiting to hug their children after four days.
From this tour, the students learned the only reason why
people hold on to memories is because they don’t change
when everything else does. The memory of the trip to
Chitwan and Pokhara remains as a great treasure for the
students.

Shubhang Giri
XII Sci. M1
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I AM A PRASADIAN

Everyone is especial on its own. Some explores it early
whereas some can’t treasure out at their last breaths
also. But being a Prasadian, you get the correct path
and guidance to recognize your speciality. In fact, you
can know and understand the actual you. Not only the
neighbors, society, relatives, friends, school, your
parents and all the people who know you but you too
feel and comprehend- “you are not nobody but
somebody”. However, there are also some moments
when your head drops down, your radiance all out and
darkest black spreads as the load shedding during the
night times. There too comes a time when you find
yourself in about more than 500 mass who too are the
cream species. You feel nobody at that time. You can’t
get into what you like. You know endeavors to getting
into various clubs: forms, selection, group discussion,
interview, selection and finally a member. Many times
you’ve to go through the downs though you’ve expected
the ladders to lead you up. Likewise, in academic
perspective, you give your best but also you result to
disappointment because rest of others’ best is better
than your best. But Prasadi do possess the ability to
hold our head high and give next try. By the time, being
a Prasadian, we too learn that success is not final,
failure is not a final, it is the courage to continue that
counts. Finally, I have a velar feeling of positivity within
me because I’m a Prasadian.

Anisha Pandey
XII Sci. M3

RECALLING MY MEMORIES…

As I walked down the lane of memory path, it crossed
my mind, wow! These two years went just like summer
breeze leaving the chill in face. These 2 years passed
in blink of eye leaving me with amazing store of
mesmerizing memories that I will be recalling and
laughing about. This amazingly short two years gave
me the share of never ending happiness. Unlimited
conversation, funny jokes were really adorable ones.
The rush to complete assignment in time kept me
awake till late night. Slip toungue of teachers during
lecture were really funny. Dance alike moves of Pankaj
sir will be striking in my mind in days to come. I’m
thankful to Prasadi Academy for giving an opportunity
to meet some of the amazing friends who made my
journey in this Academy worth remembering.
Remembering the moments when I and one of my
friend tried to prepare cost statement of section N3
accumulating all those fixed, variable cost and other
during economics classes brings smile in face.
Humming songs during lectures, discussing lyrics of
song were really good ones. These 2 years have
passed adding the numbers in my age that aspired
me in whole new level.

And at last, I appreciate and thank all the people who
were involved in these two years of my wonderful
journey in Prasadi.

Shrijana Budha Magar
XII Mgmt. N3
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PAINFUL DEPARTURE
FROM PRASADI

I still remember that day very clearly. When I had
made up my mind to join Prasadi college, there
were lots of comments, queries by other people-
would you be able to do homework regularly? How
would you adjust yourself in such a strict
environment? How would you tolerate the teachers?
It’s true that I too felt very guilty in the initial days of
college for joining it. I wondered how I would tolerate
the college for two years. From the very first day, I
used to imagine how the remaining days would be.
I thought life would be very hard. But the situation
was not same. Few days later I found myself
enjoying my college time with friends and teachers.
Now I feel and have realized the real pleasure of
being part of Prasadi family.

Prasadi Academy has taught me how to live with
dignity. I may not remember countless time that

my teachers encouraged me and stood by my side but I
do remember each time that I felt defeated-the teachers
would support me to fight against each obstacle of life.
The journey of two years in Prasadi has passed very quickly
like a blink of eye. Within this short journey I have met
many precious friends. Similarly, I really feel blessed to
be a student of honored teachers. Some teachers  may
have scolded me and let me down. But it is almost
negligible as I have had many cherishable moments to
overcome the bad times.

Today, when I have only few days to study in my college,
a strange pain deep inside troubles me. I wish  today would
be my first day to college. Silent tears cover my eyes
when  I think about the company of my friends and
teachers. Humorous manners of the teachers in the class
even make me laugh. Today I have the courage to face the
difficulties and I have determination to touch the moon.

Thanks to Prasadi Academy
Rojina Poudel
XII Mgmt. N2
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Though the two years of my enrollment
at Prasadi have passed, but still they
are alive in the depth of my heart. If my
brain had limited strong capacity then
it would have been overwritten.

People say that relationships are made
in heaven. It sounds true but there’s
one relationship that is chosen by us
and made in our hearts friendship. May
be this is the reason why friends are
so important and special to us. A
person is lucky if he/she gets one true
friend in their life but in my case I find
myself very lucky to have many true
friends.

I still remember the moments of being
a Prasadian. I still remember my days
in Prasadi. I was in day shift science
faculty. I learnt so many things about
friendship. Love, life. May be that’s why
I love Prasadi and feel proud to be a
Prasadian. Well, I can’t forget to
mention my darlings, Lasata (lassi),
Anamika, Chahana (Buhari), Muskaan
(Musa), Ranjana, Yunish, Kabita,
Meryl, Samishya, Rimsha, Rinku,
Sakshi, Manisha, Dipendra, Aatish,
Prasil, Ojaswi, Dipesh, Avinash,
Rikesh, Smita, Pragya, Nikita,
Akhilesh. You guys made my life worthy
in Prasadi. I have shared my one of

the best memories to all. Yeah, I remember
those all teachers, who were very kind. I
enjoyed their lectures. The most important
thing about them was their motivating skill.
Dear teachers, I respect you from the core
of my heart, BCG, RK, RL, JPY, GT, you
were very supportive.

My life is full of ups and downs; but it is
fun living it. People say that you won’t
understand the importance of the things
unless you lose it. I am about to lose you
(Prasadi) and maybe that’s why I am
getting restless. I hope that you  won’t
ever forget me and the time which we spent
together. I will miss you all.

Its time to say good bye to Prasadi. To
sum up my experiences of the two year in
one single page is really difficult and its
too limited to unleash my feelings and
emotions. I heartily salute Prasadi for
making me someone from no one.
Though, I had a good time in Prasadi, I
wish I could stick with it. I could never ever
forget the wonderful moments of college
life. The time is near to change us from
Prasadian to ex-Prasadian. But I love
Prasadi and I am proud to be a Prasadian
and will forever be.

Rashmi Yadav
XII Sci. M4

DISENTANGLE OF REMINISCENCE
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FAREWELL TO PRASADI…
While trying to gather all those moments which I spent being a
part of Prasadi Academy, I came to know that those moments
have become most joyous and imperishable memories of my life.
Prasadi gave me lot more things than knowledge and most
important of all was it made me realize the strength of hard work
and devotion. “Knowledge is only then worthful, when it becomes
an inspiration and changes into an experience”. Prasadi has taught
me this and this certainly would always encourage me to
implement the education I got, to give best out of myself so that I
would be able to get best out of others.
How can I forget the most amazing and all inspiring teachers and
lovely friends I met in Prasadi. I have no words to express my
gratitude towards my friends because they were the one who helped
me enjoy studying and cherished every moments in the class. At
that time, we didn’t realize we were making memories, we just
knew that we were having fun. Now those moments we’d shared
have become lifetime memories for us. Thank you guys for making
these two years unforgettable days of my life. Also thanks to Prasadi
for all the awesome moments it gave me and making me a better
person. My best regards to this institution and lastly would like to
say that I am “proud to be Prasadian.”

Ayasha Jha
XII Sci. M4

I LOVE PRASADI
Two years of time in Prasadi
Passed so fast,
We, friends, did many ‘masti’
And had a blast

It feels like yesterday
We got admitted here,
Now the time has come to say
‘Good bye’, eyes with full of tear.

I’m certain to miss
Every moment I spent here,
The dance, jokes, chat and
Fight we had all at together.

The memories are precious
So are the friends,
I’ll never forget your company
Even it seems to be an end

The things that’ll be memorable
Are the classes at every teachers,
And I must mention
The inspiring lecture and
The photo session with our chief sir

Though the environment
You’ll find here to be strict,
Let me share this
You’ll have no alternative to accept it

So, enjoy your every time
Although it may be hard,
Remembering this at last
You’ll definitely enjoy
With a lot of fun you had.

Yes I’m a Prasadian,
And of course I’m proud to be
Finally, from my inner part of the heart
I won’t miss to say,’I love Prasadi!’

Nikita Bhandari
XII Science M4
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PERKS OF BEING A
PRASADIAN
Shrawan 1st 2069
The day we entered Prasadi
Falgun 30, 2070
The day we leave Prasadi
As days are nearing for us to depart
Our hearts beat faster with each coming day
Yesterday we ignored to be a Prasadian
Today, we fear being ex-Prasadian
Nevertheless we don’t go empty- handed
Rich in memories we all are
Classes of 50 minutes & a break of 20 minutes
That never made time for us to exterminate
Teachers and friends we got here the best

It was time that we left the rest
Lab works were interesting
Home works increased class after another
Numerical and calculations, made us
Perceive as a poet
Day and night we worked hard
Excellent result was our fruit at last
Bag checking and book checking, we couldn’t shun
But all these rules and restrictions
Was what sowed seed of honesty
So heartfelt gratitude to Prasadi
For polishing our character with modesty
We have truly enjoyed
The perks of being a Prasadian.

Deergha Shakya/Meryl Shakya
XII Sci. M4
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UNDER THE SHADOW OF
PRASADI
First day I stepped in
Wind blew with chillness into my soul
With blessings and best wishes
Prasadi filled my heart out of the null
Not even a single leaf and pebble
Missed me to welcome with ‘Hello’
And I was with my hopes of adventure
That I had been keeping under my pillow
Which were of I don’t know exactly
But might be of dozens of kilo

My journey started from heavenly entry
Then I got into a beautiful country
Full of big, broad and evergreen dense tree
Even the perfection was doing its mimicry
I was surprised
‘Oh my God’ how it could be
But do not get confused because
It is Prasadi
Where the diamond and pearl ask for shining
And get into the world of brightness
Never mind friends if you are not bright
And you don’t know the way to the light
Just come to Prasadi to strengthen your base
Then you will be kissing paramount of success
Pay your effort and develop your skills
No one can stop you, not even door of steels
Let your creativity expose so do not seal
Come on, get up you can’t just lay
It’s your confidence that you should pay
“I can and I must” it’s what you should say
Come and join please do not delay
Explore yourself, because it’s your day.

Bibek Subedi
XII Sci. M5
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GOODBYES…

Now the time has come to bid goodbye to Prasadi and
family..
Now it is the time to departure from one journey to another.
Two years journey seemed very short, enjoyed laughed,
shouted, learned moved over grew up with the
understanding of responsibilities and values of being
Prasadian.
I still remember the first day, where I was little dazed with
the norms values and prohibition of Prasadi, but now we
have pleasanter life because of it, I came here with a hope
that I will meet some  good friends but I didn’t know I
would meet Nicky and Jaya as my best friends,
nevertheless they were unbiological sisters to me. Doesn’t
matter what it was, learning, teaching, funs happiness,
sorrows, we were together..
As time passed, section changed, everything has changed,
everything new and strange but luckily I met Anushka,
Dipshikha, Sanju, Kripa, Ranjita we enjoyed, knew each
other, and  became a good friend and a year wasn’t difficult.
Shubham, Rojesh and Jacky was always there supporting
with their warm company.
Prasadi taught us to struggle and to do the things on own.
Like a parents it was there instructing and guiding us,
leading us to right path.
From today I will not get chance to attend Manju mam’s
class, I really loved the way how her class used to be
encouraging, I will not be shouted by Binod sir for going

N4 again and again, I will not get chance to argue
with Saroj sir, he is like a friend, very frank.!!
I will not get chance to sit at last bench of N6, I will
miss all those moment which I have  spent there.
From today the door will not be opened for you even
before 6:40, even if you want your homework will not
be checked, u will not have any more revision and
presentation, you will not be scolded, you will not
have 20 minutes break, you don’t need to set alarm
for morning classes, you will not called as Prasadian,
you will be ex-Prasadian.
Thank you for everything you gave us, whether it is
education or identity disciplines or manner, teachers
or lecture classes…
Thank you for all those memories, thank you for those
special friends I’m taking with me…
Thank you ….

Sama Karki
XII Mgmt. N6
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THE PRASADIAN

I remember my first day in Prasadi…. With my every
step moving in I could feel, I was trembling with the
weakness of knowledge; I could feel the gravity of
the wisdom and knowledge pulling me towards
Prasadi; I could feel the light with the warmth of the
power and knowledge coming from Prasadi that went
on increasing with every step I proceed in for a long
journey of unknown experience. My journey was
extremely awesome with many adventures filled with
challenges put forward by Prasadi in a path limited
to its width by discipline. I fortunately passed every
challenges and obstacles and it was worth the
experience, knowledge and wisdom which my
honorable teachers littered in my mind drop by drop
eventually to make it a vast ocean. I was also
empowered with the warmth of friendship that always
fueled the dimming glimpse of hope and strength in
me. I moved forward with that spirit which increased
with my hardship and with the inspirations from chief.

With this today I see the horizon where a next world
of challenge begins with end of my world in Prasadi.
With my journey speeding forward; I see the next
world approaching nearer with the end of the path of
my journey in Prasadi. Now, I am feeling the trembling
foots again but with confidence I can say, it’s not
because of the weakness in knowledge and wisdom
carved by Prasadi in me to make me stand in the
next world of adventure instead it’s because of my

heart pounding more and more due to the grief that I am
leaving Prasadi keeping all those adventures limited to
my dreams and memories, keeping all my wonderful and
dearest friends limited to my heart and keeping all my
honorable teachers limited to my soul. Coming to the
end of my journey in Prasadi, I feel the strength and energy
of my soul fair enough to faint the pain of separation and
tragedy. Today, standing near the end of my journey in
Prasadi I feel I am standing like a gladiator with a thirst of
triumphs in every war I face, every challenges I counter.

Hence, I feel that I am extremely honored and proud to
be Prasadian…

Anuj Subedi
XII Sci. M4

Code: 5400
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SOME UNFORGETTABLE
MOMENTS IN PRASADI
Life is like a book containing several chapters. When
one ends, new begins. And now the chapter of Prasadi
is about to close soon but the memories I had with my
friends and teachers during these two years will never
fade away and these memories would be fresh in my
mind till my last breath. The memories are always
wonderful and when you talk about the memories of
Prasadi, they are even best of all. The co-operating
teachers and friends of Prasadi are the best of all in
the whole world. And how can I forget the funny
dialogues from teachers:
RKN sir: timi haru ley mero pitai khaxainau…
BPP sir: ja chewing gum phalera aaaaa…
GT sir: kasto raixa!!
RKS sir: book kholney! Book kholney!!
RPY sir: connecting well.
DD sir: my dear friends
YKG sir: doing bejat yr…
SBH sir chup lagera bas otherwise I will cut your
….tongue.
RB ma’am: no more arguments
KBP sir: yeah! Yeah!!

I’ll never get a chance to be a Prasadian again but
these two years were the best couples of years of my
life. I’ll never forget my friends of M9. The moment we
had in picnic and class are unforgettable. The way we
M9’s danced in picnic is still fresh in my mind. I thank
to all my friends of M9 for helping me to prepare such a
wonderful and unforgettable memories. I’ll  be missing
the short hairs of Prasadi and the dialogue URT sir,
“voli kapal katera aauney, ali choto parera aauney.” If
anyone is hurt by my words I apologize. And I will be
missing Prasadi. Proud to be Prasadian.

Rajan Puri
XII Sci. M9

‘PRASADI’ IN MY HEART’s
BRAIN
I still remember the first day in Prasadi as vision
When chief sir stopped me about a small reason
Which changed me like changing season.

What I like about Prasadi, I have no word to say
Because there is not certain thing to like anyway
But I can say, it sprays knowledge like ray.

All was dark before I entered in this park
But slowly I’m swimming in ocean of knowledge like
shark
Now I can see everywhere bright like an arch.

This is not time to be slow
So, if you want to glow
Move towards Prasadi like air blow.

My dear, here you will get chance
To share everything and you can dance
But not in song but on the success of enhance.

Go up and down like an eddy
You can’t say blood is burgundy
So, I’m proud to be a Prasadian and I love Prasadi.

Md. Shami
XII Sci. M2
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PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN

After the completion of my SLC I was in confusion
whether to study science or not. Studying science
would be my right decision or not. Carrying all these
confusion I left my home and came here in Kathmandu
in search of extravagant college. I visited different
colleges as well but Prasadi was my first and last
choice. So, I joined in Prasadi Academy which was
completely new to me. At initial stage I felt alone, it
was difficult for me to adjust in the new environment.
As the time passes, I find whole Prasadi like one family
and I am one of the members of it. Teachers became
like friends and parents.

Two years time was very long before joining Prasadi
Academy but today I feel this time duration has passed
in a blink. We know +2 life is the life full of new
emotions, strength and feelings. Some of the students
utilize it in a positive way and some of them in a negative
way. Being a Prasadian, I find that almost every student
of Prasadi using their new emotions, strength and
feelings in a positive way.

I want to provide lots of thanks with token of love to
Prasadi Academy which has not only taught me the
book knowledge up to two years but also taught me
fabulous layers of education to fight against the obstacles
that come across our life and try to meet our own
destination. Not only this, Prasadi has made me able,
confident, decisive and find the way to success in life
which really made me proud to be a Prasadian.

Narbada Koirala
XII Sci. M5
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SOMETHING WE MISS A LOT…

It is not the beginning of the end. Something that we gona
lose, life will be incomplete but memories will fulfill the space.

Every moment from 1st shrawan (2069) to 31st falgun (2070)
from G13 to M4 is memorable. The hooting of my mates
when I enter the class room with saved mustache and beard.
This class M4 includes many toppers as well as noisiest
students which balance our class to perfection.

The shy face of Dipesh while teasing him (musmundre smile)
.Oh God! The frequent word of Pragya when we ask anything
that is ‘k….k’ and her photo pose. Our Chahana (Golumolu)

Abhay who were busy in themselves. Our toppers
Deergha, Meryl, Prativa and Manish. Our gossip kings
praceel, Bishal and Aatish. How can I forget our
Ranjana the way she used to say “Hazur” was
awesome and her smile. Rohan and Aatish our hancy.
Our Google boy Anuj, cap boy Amit, Phanjong, the
face comedian, our Ram, Sanjay, Prakash the
literature. Punishment of URT sir and GT sir is
unforgettable. And most frequent dialogue of SBH sir
‘Nikita k xa halchal’ and then after her smile, oh God!.
Cute and silent with million dollar expressions of
Shreya and the heart touching sentence of RL ma’am
‘Akhilesh ko nam ta achet awasta ma ni birsinna’

her dialogue ‘herna elie’ with sweet voice. Really I am gona
miss this a lot. The silent and serious face of Kabita that
was cute. The everlasting smile of Nikita with Prativa (the
beauty queen). OMG the catwalk of Bijay and Rawsick
while entering the class. Dipendra the question mark. How
can we forget the sweet voice of Sakshi. And the red hot
iron face of Arjun. Our class hero Recase always cracking
jokes and Avinash the (PK), it is not Prasadi king, it’s pimple
king. And our mover and shaker Image and that fake fighting
with him is so memorable and the serious Ankit and
khalnayak Milan. We never gonna forget our mute gang
Sandeep, Prajin, Anamika, Samikshya, Ayesha, Pragati,

our magnet Saurav Sharma and Gautam. Our match
fixer Mosses. The smile koila Digvijay.  Student of
YKG sir, Rajan and Aatish so padhantes. It seems,
M4 guys did phd on cracking jokes. My bench partner
Dipesh and Dipendra I am gona miss them, really
the college life with my besties Dipesh, Dipendra,
Chahana, Pragya, Manisha, is rocking. Hey dude
don’t forget me. and at last I have right to say, yap I
am Prasadian and I am proud to be a Prasadian,

Akhilesh Sah
XII Sci. M4
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ONCE IN LIFETIME AS A
PRASADIAN

“With a bit of courage and a dash of self-discipline,
a small talent can go far away” is a beautiful saying
which has become a reality in my case. I entered
Prasadi without any courage and self discipline,
blindly searching for success in life. But I was
unaware that Prasadi itself is with a purpose to refine
us with courage and self discipline so that we are
always successful in every step we take.

Proud to be a Prasadian remained just a thought for
me until today. I never felt proud to be known as a
Prasadian till these days but today when two letter
‘ex’ is going to be prefixed, I feel those days should
be little lengthier. But as time and tide wait for none,
this wish of mine will never be fulfilled. Even though
my wish never turns into reality, I have enough
memories of these two years which I spent as a
Prasadian.

As I had acquired my SLC level education from a
bigger school, for the first time when I entered
Prasadi, I felt only a part of it. But I realized education
is more important than building like that beauty is
something from inner not that what we see when
we glance at first. Then came that 20 minutes break,
I just imagined what could be done in that time but
today  I say what couldn’t be done. From having
lunch to chit chatting with friends and even
completing some home task everything can be done.
So, thank you Prasadi for your valuable and indirect
education on importance of time.

The home task and practical works that once used
to be burden on my shoulder have been a part of my
life today. When I am free from such works, I feel

bored. I feel I should have more and more such works
which have led to an excellent result at the end. I can
never forget those panic hours and nervousness on my
face during exam hours. These are some bitter memories
that brings smile on my face today. Now, how can I forget
bag checking and checking during exam time that has
taught me to be honest and brought famous saying’
honesty is the best policy’ in practice.

As friends and teachers are important part of student’s
life, Prasadi has provided me best of teachers and friends
I would ever get. From G11 to M4, there were highly
qualified and experienced teachers who made subject
matter a toy and taught me how to play with it. GT sir,
SBH sir, NA sir, RPY sir, SS sir, RB ma’am, SSA ma’am,
RL ma’am, SJ ma’am who always trusted me, encouraged
me and helped me in every step would be an inspiration
for me forever. There were friends like Sumnima, Susan,
Puspa, Kriti who never bored me, Sonika, Subbekchya,
Shital who always supported me, Meryl, Pratibha and
Nikita always taught me bitter truth of life, Abilasha and
Shikshya always accompanied me and Manisha, Pragya
and Kabita always helped me. I can never forget our picnic
day when we danced out whole day and enjoyed a lot.

Lastly, today when it’s time to leave Prasadi, my heart is
heavy. I regret praying to God during those times for ending
my college life. Prasadi has not only been a fun place to
study and go, but it has definitely taught me to be a better
student, better friend, better citizen and overall better
human being. Though, it’s time to bid good bye to Prasadi,
the time and memories spent here shall remain fresh in
my heart and mind.

Deergha Shakya
XII Sci. M4
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THE BEST CHAPTER…
‘Memories, even your most precious ones fade surprisingly
quickly’. But I don’t go along with that. The memories I value
the most, I don’t ever see them fading. The days I spent as
a student in Prasadi Academy is no exception on becoming
that valuable memory of my life.
The first day I entered the gates of Prasadi, I was gutted. I
had expected the two years of my college life to be boring,
dull and lifeless. Five classes of fifty minutes each and only
a twenty, oh wait actually nineteen minutes of break in
between. This routine made me dizzy. There was no way I
could enjoy…. But well it all changed in a few days itself. I
met the craziest, wonderful people who became the best
part of my life. The classes never seemed boring since
Shradha, Sabrina Swesha and me, we became the best of
friends. They made my days pass on really fast and without
even realizing, our first year in Prasadi was over…
In our second year that is, grade twelve, we were placed in
different sections. The new class actually seemed bizarre
because of all the new faces I saw. But as in grade eleven,
it took no time in finding friends and forming a new bond.
Thanks to Manju ma’am for arranging the seats because I
added two most valuable people in my life, Alisha and
Geetanjali.
Prasadi has given me countless blessings. Two of which I
cherish the most. One, my friends. I’ve found the best of
friends here. The way we did everything together, understood
each other with just facial expressions, the way we laughed
about absolutely nothing, said the same thing at the same
time, understood each other during every difficulty, the way
we’ve irritated almost all teachers, it’s really a blissful thing

to remember. I’ve learnt through them, a new way of
living, the ‘damn care’ way.
The second blessings I value the most are my
teachers. All the teachers who taught here were
wonderful. The way they loved us, inspired us,
motivated us and sometimes scolded us made me
feel that they were no less than my parents. They
always encouraged us to learn more and to be the
best out of the bests. They made us realize that the
challenges we face are for no other reason but to
make us stronger and prepared for the real life in the
streets. I can never thank them enough for the
changes they’ve brought in me and undoubtedly in
all of us.
I don’t believe in first impressions anymore. The
thought that first entered my mind when I came in
Prasad has totally changed now. it is not a boring or
a lifeless place but rather, it is a place where we are
transformed from an aimless teenager to a
responsible teenager who has a clear vision of what
we want to become. Dreams are what make us go to
a particular direction. But hope and trust are what
keep our heads high during the journey if we meet
dark times. That hope and trust is what I got here in
Prasadi. I consider my two years in Prasadi Academy
to be the best chapter in the book of my life.
The feeling of leaving Prasadi is sad one. Like, it is
said, ‘when someone you love becomes a memory,
that memory becomes a treasure’. Prasadi is the
most precious and valuable treasure in my treasure
trunk.

Susmita Baskota
XII Mgmt. N2
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LUCKIEST BATCH … THE
TOUR
This year our college organized a tour to a beautiful
place Chitwan and Pokhara. This was really exciting
as we grade XII were the first batch ever to go on a
tour organized by Prasadi Academy. The tour was
for 4 days 3 nights (13 Poush 2070-16 Poush 2070).
We were 42 students who were guided by Bishnu
Panthi (BP) sir and Reeta Lama ma’am.
On the Saturday morning we departed from Prasadi
Academy. As soon as we reached Chitwan we were
taken to the elephant safari which was quite fun.
Riding an elephant was good experience. Then, we
saw sunset view from Rapti river. The best part of
the Chitwan was the Tharu dance done by the local
villagers. The dance was really amazing it was the
highlight of Chitwan.
On Sunday, we made our way to the elephant
breeding center and bird watching. There the fun
experience was the baby elephant, it was most
famous as all my friends were so much eager to
take a picture with the baby elephant that the
elephant got scared and started to chase all of us
which was scary but most memorable. Then we
had got information about the Tharu village. After
this we moved to Pokhara. On the way we went to
Begnas tal and checked in hotel River Park.
On Monday, we were taken to Sarankot to see sun
rise. It was the most beautiful experience we had
as we were so close to nature, the beautiful breath

taking mountains, the fresh refreshing air. This day we
visited museum, Davis fall, Gupteshwor gufa and Chamero
gufa. The most memorable was the Chamero gufa (where
all the boys had to come out of the small exit and the
girls, teachers were cheering for them which was fruitful
as all boys came out successfully). At night we went to
street festival, we enjoyed a lot there.
The last day we went to Fewa tal after that we had free
time where everyone was enjoying themselves doing
shopping and all. After that we left for Kathmandu. We
didn’t want to leave as we were having lots and lots of fun
and the best time ever with friends, but we had to as we
were taking precious memories with us.
I would like to thank Prasadi, Chief sir and the teachers
(BP sir and Reeta ma’am) for this wonderful experience
and would request the management to organize these sort
of tour for every batch as these sorts of memories makes
college life worth remembering.

Grishmi Dangol
XII Mgmt. N4
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SHORT FLASH BACK TO
PRASADI

How amazing it is time runs very fast and we are unknown
about it. The first day of mine in Prasadi Academy is still
fresh and it’s already time to say good bye unwillingly. I
still remember the very first day of Prasadi Academy; Chief
sir coming in class and distributing a sheet of paper with
clearly mentioned rules and regulation of Prasadi in it. At
the very beginning of my college days, I thought that I just
chose a college which restricts me on many things but
after being familiar with Prasadi academy with a time I
understood that it was my good luck to get an opportunity
to be a member of one of the best colleges in Nepal, as a
student and to be called as Prasadian.

My heart is full with all those memories I had in these two
years in Prasadi Academy.

What didn’t I get from Prasadi? I got a warmth of teacher
specially on lab. I got quite good knowledge of being
punctual and maintaining discipline. The most important
habit I developed from Prasadi is doing homeworks,
maintaining note copies and struggling hard with some
fun and masti. I learned the importance of choosing best
college in right time, as Prasadian are provided with extra
question bank and numerical bank of physics which are
beneficial for students.

Wow! Whenever I remember picnic, I become happy from
inner core of my heart. I just like to share my happiness
by jumping with joy and saying I love Prasadi in a loud

voice. The whole day dance with lots of friends
especially on song, ‘ Dil hay pani, pani, …..’ was
unforgettable. It was also a golden opportunity for
us to make new friends from other sections, and the
surprise gift from management team was really very
exciting.

I never felt sad on losing something before I entered
Prasadi but now I am really sad and afraid to lose
the most precious gift of my life ie. Prasadi and each
and every sweet memories interrelated with it.

I am afraid of losing my label Prasadian and being
called as ex-Prasadian. I am afraid of losing all the
love and care of teachers as well as non-teaching
staff,  esp. when I was sick and was in time-office. I
am afraid of losing that entire friendly and peaceful
environment with greenery of my college.

After leaving Prasadi, I will be missing cross-
checking hair, nails, bags and pockets as well. I will
be missing surprise presence of chief sir in middle
of class with his encouraging lecture and funny
laughter sometimes. At the very moment I am really
very sad & upset that I will miss saying ‘proud to be
Prasadian whenever and wherever someone talks
or asks about my college.

I enjoyed a lot these two years. I got to learn about
people’s nature and many more. At last I would like
to thank all respected teachers and loving friends
who supported, encouraged inspired, and cared me
throughout the year.

Smita Banskota
XII Sci. M8
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PRASADI MEMORIES, BEST
MEMORIES…

It seems just like yesterday waiting in a long line to
give entrance exam and now it’s time to say
goodbye. I can’t believe how these two years have
passed just like a blink of an eye. I’ve never thought
even in my wildest dream that day in Prasadi will
be so much fun.
I got to learn so many things in Prasadi Academy.
Firstly, I got to learn punctuality, secondly discipline
and thirdly sincerity. Prasadi Academy has taught
me how to be determined to achieve the main goal.
In grade 11, E13, me and my best friend Shreya
happened to be in same section and we got to sit
together. Then, Barsha also became our
benchpartner. Then, we became friends with Bipana,
Dipa, Anjali and Juna. The never ending talks were
always there between us. I will never forget the talks
and our gossip. Then in grade 12 N2 my best friend
got separated because seat planning was done
according to our roll numbers. Then, I met Nabina
and Diprina. I’ve had amazing and unforgettable
memories with them. The hand games that we used
to play, the songs we used to sing and the gossip
we used to do about the actors and actresses, I will
never forget. I became friends with Sneha, Daisy,
Pratima, Geetanjali, Sushmita and Alisha with whom
I used to sing the evergreen Nepali pop songs,
banging desk during lunch break. Picnic 2070

rocked. We had a blast in our picnic. We danced all day
but still we weren’t tired. It was the best picnic of my life.
I am gonna miss Saroj Pyakurel sir’s dialogue- “Don’t
produce extraordinary sound”, Manju mam’s inspiring
speeches, Rama mam’s motivating speeches, Bhadra sir’s
hearing ability and Pankaj sir’s expressions. He is truly a
expression king.
I am gonna miss my bench partners Nabina and Diprina
and the most of the days in Prasadi which were the best
days of my life. Proud to be a “Prasadian”.

Anjali Shrestha
XII Mgmt. N2
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LIFE AS PRASADIAN!!
Experience of being Prasadian
Let me share,
It is the place where,
I got huge love and care.

The first day I stepped inside,
I was filled with fear,
Now I came to the end
And my eyes are full of tear.

Beginning from G11
I came to meet my friends
Nikita, Deergha and Meryl

Are my priceless gems.

GT sir is the best teacher
I have ever met,
How could I forget chahana
Sharing with me chocolate.

Our class started with
RB ma’am’s incredible smile,
I know, it’s just a few steps
And we have to take journey of mile.

Akhiless, Avinash were the one
Who used to make huge noise,
And SJ ma’am had to shout at them
With her beautiful sweet voice.

Honestly, get tired of getting
Homeworks in ton,
The classes of SBH and YKG sir
Were full of fun.

RPY sir is the one
Who made solving numerical easy,
In gossiping, Lasata

And Rashmi were always busy.
It is the life
But we are taking it as race,
I really admire Kabita’s and Anamika’s gentle face.

I wouldn’t get caring teachers
Like SS sir and SSA ma’am again,
I hope sweet smile of
Shakshi and Pragati will always remain.

I’ll be missing BPP sir
Who is always motivating,
Oops!! Manisha and Pragya
Never get tired of chatting.

Samikshya and Luna are the one
Who are silent and shy,
Umm!! Someone is missing here,

Anuj, the Google boy.

I won’t forget
Loud laughing of Ranjana and Rimsha,
And of course
Simplicity of Ojaswee, Shreya and Ayasha.

Meeting and departuring is not new thing,
It’s just a trend,
Ho! How could I miss
Saurav Gautam and Sharma, my dangali friends.

Now, lets say bye but it is not end
Rather it’s just a beginning,
Every moment spent in Prasadi
I’ll certainly be missing.

Frns, it’s a rule we have to depart
And can do nothing much,
Except promising each other
To keep in touch.

Pratibha Budhathoki
XII Sci. M4
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IN PRASADI
It is proved that we human beings need only those
things forever in our life which is impossible even for
god to do. Writing this article in the last hour of Prasadi
premises made me fell to accept the truth. Just ! don’t
want to be a ex-Prasadian but it’s an obligation &
necessity both. Summarizing the most precious two
years in Prasadi made me both laugh & cry. Laugh in
the way that all the mastee & joy that my life got
when I was nearby my classmates in Prasadi and
cry in the way that after few days I couldn’t be wearing
my grey colour shirt with the logo of Prasadi and my
identity “5270”.

On the first day of my Prasadian’s life with a lot of new
faces in the section G7 there started my starting point
of bright future. With the best teaching way of teachers
I got enlighten in every aspect of my studies. Care of
non-teaching staff bounded me within the limit of
discipline which I need to be a successful man in a
future. Of course! Who can forget the most inspiring
speech /words of Chief Sir. With friends like sandhya,
Sangam, Nissan & Ranjana I couldn’t figure out how
eight months ended.

Ahh! There a long class in the ground floor of the
Prasadi building which has got name “section M8”
where I got enrolled in XII. After spending nine months
in M8 we collectively called as M8ains. I am thinking
how I could spend rest of life without being with M8ains
in a big room facing towards our respectful teachers.
I can’t explain everyone of the M8 in a hard copy.
These are those parts of my life which will always
make me delightful, proud and happy being one of the
member of M8. M8ains is incredible, unforgettable,
rocking, cool, and most humorous along with passion
of best studies. We were the torture for teachers but

still they accept this & gave their best to bright up our
knowledge, so a great salute for all our Prasadi teacher who
taught us in classroom, as well as in lab. I have not expected
that I would be attached so strongly with M8 & Prasadi that
I would like to cry as a baby while I was steeping out from
Prasadi gate wearing college uniform.
There are few things that will never experience in whole life.
i) Eating in canteen with friends, playing table tenis, visiting

library and entering in class in 5 min. before the end of
20 minute break.

ii) Expecting for “bag checking of boys” where ever I am
late for college.

iii) Staying whole night & completing home assignments.

iv) I will never be enquired of being absent to my parent.
v) I will never be called as Prasadian on few days on wards.
Mandip, Diwas, Bipal, Prashant, Nishan & Smita are those
who are my all time close and best. For two years I was
under the culture of care, tradition of hard work and under
the habit of chasing excellence and now feeling proud of
being Prasadian.
At last again M8 which is a bunch of firecracker would create
the great explosion in near future serving humanity showing
whole world who we are and who made us. Pride of being
M8 and the most joyous picnic marked with wild dance with
M8ains,
When we first met
I had not thought that our departure would be so painful.
Somewhere, somehow you gave the best memories of my
life
I’ll miss you badly…
Thank you for these awesome days;
M8 & Prasadi!!!
“Proud to be Prasadian”

Gaurav Rasaily
XII Sci. M8
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A LETTER OF MEMORIES…
Dear friends,
As I am writing this letter I realizing that I don’t have many
days left as a student of this college. Soon, I’m going to
leave this college and enter a huge world which is unfamiliar
to me. The two years I’ve spent in this college and the
people and friends I’ve met will soon be a memory.
Speaking of memories, I remember the first day in the
college…
Strangers, strangers around me,
There’s no one who I know.
I saw the chief sir standing,
Who led us where to go.
Then I entered the classroom G11 where I met Susan Karki
for the first time. Slowly, all the classmates arrived and we
started introducing ourselves. We all were from different
schools and different places. Oh! Yes how could I forget
the lunch break in the first day.
Pushing, pulling and jumping to take the canteen tickets.
That was all, as the memory in the first day of Prasadi
Academy. Then,
Next day in the library,
Every morning all the fun,
Playing basketball turn by turn.
But soon it was taken away,
And I’m sure it’ll reopen someday.
In the class I used to have a lot of fun with funny jokes with
my 3 idiots and how could I forget “outstanding award” in
CR maam’s period? Spending all those days together, all
the strangers became the closest and dearest friends.
As the time passed by the days of grade 11 were over and
we reached grade 12…
Yes, of course everyone had to choose different path,
So some chose bio and some chose math.
In the 1st day of sec. M3,
it was a surprise,

As less were the girls,
more were the guys.
All the fun then started,
Sec. M3:
Remembering 5 star break, the name comes Mr.
Suresh.
All the time being bingo!, bingoist Bishal, Sanjog
and Nikesh.
Aryan: Ek dewana, the joker,
Aakash the guitar player.
Nikhil the dhakal and dhakal the junir,
Always struggling to win…
Where Nikhil the other, thinking about the sin,
Here Rakesh KC is always busy in something,
And Nitesh Yadav doesn’t care on h.w. doing.
Jenish is baje, Diponkar is the topper
And Kamal, Amit, Kushas are the hard workers.
Where Sandesh the rapper lead the phrase,
And Proush, Nischal, Nitesh have football craze.
Sudip Bogati and Gaurav are the talented ones,
Where Nishan and Robin are the silent ones.
Rakesh tigrinya my bro,
Giri the gooplunte!! Where Sulav’s the katti roll..
Chip+Aalu=Chipalu..
Aman Nayanshi’s daju.
How is Sarad Aman’s son?
Sushant sleeps even before dawn.
Sagun is the great warrior the ram
And supreme is the loyal shyam.
… she is totally different from others, who never
bothers,
She is Nayanshi, who wants a brother.
Anisha is the one with all the secrets,
She doesn’t talk and never regrets.
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She is none other than our loving Aava.
Rajani, dreaming in URT sir’s
Struggling in SBH sir’s ..
Somebody please save her.
Her joke makes us laugh and she is always smiling,
She is Alka, who is waiting for her prince charming.
These all are the friends of mine,
Who will remain forever in my mind.
I’m grateful to all my teachers for their warm support,
who led me to the path of success towards my
dream. In Prasadi Academy…
Come to college always in time
Otherwise URT sir make you stand in line.

Can we bring chocolates every day?
No way!! GT sir is checking to throw it away.
Bringing cheats are not allowed,
If brought, BP sir throws you out.
English is a very funny language guys,
RB ma’am says, “Stop saying I’s!!”
Do your home works day by day,

As RKS sir and RPY sir asks, on the very first date.
Chemistry has all the reaction, can’t be understood,
YKG sir says, “Etti pani audaina, u all are fools!”
Organic chemistry le khancha tauko,
SBH sir said hami sabai ghash ho!!
Math seems all complicated, oh noo!!,
H/w of RT sir plzz don’t forget to show.
If you wish to be all cool, follow the rules taught,
But if you try to make teachers fool, you’ll be all caught.
So stay focused and do some rest..,
As chief sir said “EAST OR WEST PRASADI IS THE
BEST!!”

It seems yesterday, I came to Prasadi but like a dream
the two years time had gone so fast. Prasadi has given
me a special gift that is going to be with me till I die. The
“PRIDE OF PRASADIAN” is going to remain forever in my
life. I believe I came to this college as a girl and I’m proudly
leaving as a women. At last but not the least, I’m gonna
remember all the days spent in Prasadi.. I’ll miss u guys!!

Sumnima Rana
XII Sci. M3
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THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
STUDY IN PRASADI
ACADEMY

Surviving two years in Prasadi Academy is not everyone’s
cup of tea. Fret not,  as I’ve prepared a list of “dos and
don’ts” that will help you to pass through the hurdles of
Prasadi Academy.

1. Make habit of submitting homeworks on time. Do not
postpone your home works because you’ll have to do it
either today or tomorrow.

Doing home works on time saves you from getting
punishments and also penalties from RKS sir.

2. Trim your nails at home. Don’t think that Prasadi will
allow you to grow long nails. Yes, you’ll ultimately have
to cut at college but the worst part is, the nail cutters
provided by the college literally sucks. (sometimes, I
feel like Prasadi does this intentionally)

3. Work book is the most common thing that a student of
Prasadi forgets. I suggest you to bring your workbook
daily along with your Meaning into Words book. It does
not weigh much and you’ll certainly be saved from the
punishment.

4. Go to library. One thing I’ve learned from Prasadi is
that going to library is a must in student’s life. The
teachers collect question from everywhere. If they’ve
taught you to solve 2+2 in class, you should prepare

4 too. Make sure you practice everything or
be prepared to sweat in exam.

5. Do not depend on your friends in exams. There
will probably be 3 or 4 people with the same
question paper as your and they’ll be spreaded
in 4 corners of the exam hall. Forget about
asking, you’ll hardly get to see your friend’s face.
Trust me guys, been there, done that. So make
sure to be self dependent in exams.

I hope these tips will help you a bit while you are at
Prasadi. Keep in mind that you can actually have
fun here.

Hope you have an amazing journey at Prasadi. Good
luck!!

Nicky Shrestha
XII Mgmt. N5
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PRECIOUS MEMORIES IN PRASADI
The time has now come to leave Prasadi. It seems that it has been only few days back that we joined this school.
Time waits for none and these two years went by in just a blink of eyes. I’m gonna miss all those moments that
I’ve lived within these two years in Prasadi.
All the teachers who taught us with love and care, gossips with friends, those laughs and giggles of cracking
jokes, dance in picnic, eating chocolates in classroom, teachers’ inspirational advice, etc. are the precious
memories in Prasadi that I’m gonna cherish forever.
I will really miss Manju ma’am. The way she taught us with love and care and her cheerful face always encouraged
me. I’m gonna miss the love and care she gave me as her own child.
I will also miss the way Pankaj sir taught us with love and care and positive and cheerful environment. And all
other teachers who taught, and cared us like their own children would always be in my memories.
And how can I forget the fun I did with my crazy and true friends: Alina  Dangol, Sulakshana Khadka, Shreeya
Maharjan, Monalisha Maharjan, Sabrina Joshi, Reshma Rajbahak, Sejal Shahi, Ashish Thapa, Rabin Thapa,
Beken Rijal and all other mates. There are many memories with you guys which I’m gonna cherish forever!
Just keep in touch!
These two years went so quickly. And within this time period, Prasadi taught me so many things in my life which
I later can share them to others; with my head up saying, I am proud to be Prasadian!

Arpana Maharjan
XII Mgmt. N2
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Ah… it’s been 2 years in Prasadi academy. It seems like
yesterday, when I entered Prasadi with the excitement and
enthusiasm. With the new faces around me and the
nervousness inside me, I hardly got the way to my class.
Everything was strange. Even the friend with whom I share
my bench was strange.

Fewer days passed on but I could not get to know many of
them neither other got familiar with me. maybe I was of
shy nature I couldn’t gloom with the class  environment
with so many ambitious mates around me, I found myself
very low. But with that I found our teachers very encouraging
and inspiring. Specially Som Nath sir who saw some
potential inside me helped me out to bloom my talent. The
way he taught and the way he made all the class participate
in study activities also helped me to show my skills and
helped my confidence to boost up. His teaching technique
helped me to improve my mass speech and to face them.
Slowly and gradually, I started to cope with the environment
of class and with the unique and strict system of Prasadi.

The friendship which (Kusum, Sabita, Anushka) was so
wonderful that I did not realize how soon the time past.
Grade XII was also strange to me but this time, the
confidence within myself helped me to cope with new
environment in short period of time. I still remember the
day when I first met my new bench partner Meghana and
Ayusha.  Meghana said on the very first day, “I’m too
talkative, please don’t get irritated… . Also Ayusha, who
seems very quit at first turn out to be more talkative than
us.

Each and every moment spent in Prasadi is going to be
missed out. Our RKS sir presentation in the first period,

Saroj Pyakural sir calling me “oh! Top ten out miss
Shruti Tamang… “ and yes our B. Math sir’s
mathematical problems, which we (me, Mehana,
Ayusha) used to solve very quickly then start to
talk and sir calling out Ayusha’s name aloud in a
class. Our unlimited gossiping, laughing and
homeworks are memorable. Mostly the surprise bag
checking in the morning, carrying loads of books
and copies in the bag, surprising holidays notice,
everything is going to be missed out.

And of course how can I forget, the title “student of
the month” which I was awarded. For this specially
I would like to thank to Som Nath sir without whom
I would not be able to boost up my confidence and
would not come this far. And I’ll always be respectful
and thankful to supportive teachers GT sir and BP
sir and URT sir. And of course great thanks to Bikram
sir and Prasadi Academy for teaching the lesson
not to compare ourselves with others, if we try our
best, one day it shows.

And now with this all, I think my parents and my
sisters decision for choosing Prasadi Academy for
me is best decision. I’m always and always going
to be great thankful to Prasadi Academy and Bikram
sir for what I am now and for what I learned from
them. All the time spent in Prasadi Academy is going
to be the best days of my life. Finally, I can say, “I
am always proud to be a Prasadian”.

Shruti Tamang
XII Mgmt. N3

WORDS OF MEMORIES AND GRATITUDE!!
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GATES OF PRASADI
The wide open gates,
The unlocked doors,
Welcoming me from within,
Unlocking barriers towards the destination,
Leaving no boundaries to explore,

The tall trees that is ever green,
Providing the fresh breeze,
Feeling rejoiced I walked in with ease,
Guarding the gates are the trees standing by,
Giving a place to aim high,

The timing of gates so perfect,
To open, to close is what it’s made for,
Opening wide it leads one towards the destination,
Closing tight some late comers are left behind,
This is just to teach them the value of time,
With gates so punctual,
A student is examined from inside out,
Noting every inch of students hair,
Checking finger nails to centimeters,

And behavior to millimeters,
Checking every corner of students bag,
To insure them a bright future,

Days go by but gates don’t change.
Time has come for me to leave,
But gates stand still wishing me good bye,
Gates stand still welcoming the new minds,
Gates stand still and it always will.

Adish Deep Shakya
XII Sci. M1
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MEMORIES OF PRASADIAN…

The first day at college and the last day are always
disappointing. The first day always gets flunked and the
last day “THE MOMENT OF DEPATRUE” always rips your
heart into two.

For every teenage, college life is always a prison, and so
was for me. From the very first day classes, until the last,
my eyes were always on my watch to see “WHEN WILL
THIS BORING PERIOD COME TO AN END?” if it weren’t
for free classes and friend’s support, I couldn’t have survived
in such a place. However, this perception of mine changed
in the last months of my college life. I met many friends,
my best friends Sama and Nicky who always helped and
supported me. They lent me their shoulders to cry on when
I was sad. They were there to guide me. They were there
to make me smile when I was driven off by some nasty
happenings. They were there to make any normal day a
big blast. They were the one who multiplied my happiness
and divided my sadness. I made the sugary and spicy
moments with my friends, the recesses when I copied

winky Rojesh you all are the most precious gifts of
my life. Srijan, thank you for peeping deep down to
see if I was ok after a terrible incident had occurred
P.s Srijan I always hated the way for pulling my bag.
Well, this was a short description of my short listed
friends. But still there are uncountable no. of friends
with whom I have enjoyed each and every moment
of my college life.

My adventure during these 2 years have turned out
both awesome and awful. I always detested
examination. I felt as if I was on a new planet,
breathing in a new atmosphere. I also detested
students having code numbers but, now in the last
few days of my college, I considered it as a total
witness reality location programme. The memories
of the days I’ve spent at Prasadi are the most
valuable treasures. I am gonna miss the way we
used to keep nicknames. Manisha, Shreya, Sristi,
Surakshya, giving stupid nicknames (chipku, budhi,
dayan, jogi, etc). it was fun seeing the person your
friends hate and calling your bestie. (sama, Nicky,
we had a lot of besties!!). Manisha, I am gonna miss

home works and so on. We always spent our time laughing,
smiling and giggling. My bench partner Manisha  always
encouraged me and tried her best to stop me from singing
in the class. But she sangs herself! You could always hear
Manisha and her laughter. Thank you Sama, Nicky and
Manisha for increasing my confidence when I ran out of
confidence and trembled with anxiety. Thank you for
listening to my endless/pointless dramas. Sristy was very
studious, who was never furious. Shreeya and Surakshya
both were quiet who never got involved in fight. Simron,
Juna were beautiful girls with wonderful sense of humour.
The long walks while returning home with Nicky, Sama,
Srijan, Ankeet, Rishav laughing, smiling was the best part
of my day. The panipuri moments had always been
awesome. Birthday treats had always been awesome than
any other occasions. I am gonna miss the treats we had.
Sama, Shubham Prasai, Nicky micky, (kothe momo) jacky,

singing songs with you and writing down the lyrics
and jotting (Bistarai, bistarai). When I recall these
moments, I flash a smile. Srijan, I am gonna miss
us talking about our personal life and giving stupid
suggestions. Ankit, backbiting about the person we
hate was atti awesome. I am gonna miss us talking
about reality shows especially big boss.

(Gauhar khan le esto garyo, Andy is my
favorite………. Blah blah)

At last, hope you all to be proud to be a Prasadian.
Thank you all for giving me the best moments of my
life and for filling my college days with fun and
laughter. And with a sad and painful heart, Good
bye Prasadi. I will be missing you a lot.

Good Bye!
Jaya Shrestha

XII Mgmt. N4
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TWO YEARS OF MY LIFE
Two years of my life has passed
Has passed so fast,
Leaving many memories
Making me excited at first and emotional at last

Inspiring classes of SSA, SJ, YKG, RB
Made me who I am today
Funny classes of SBH, BCG, URT, CSG, GT
Taught me to play; play with time
Knowledgeable class of RPY, RKS, RT, NP, BPP
Made my brain full of knowledge.

Memorable moments that I spent
Spent with teachers and friends
Will be imprinted in my heart till my death
… till my death.

Canteen time with Gaurav(GT) and Rakesh (RKS)
Class time with Nitesh (Dhoni), Suresh (SS), Alka
(AK), Sumnima (SR)…

Were the time
The time I’ll not forget.

Studying with Manish, Pragya in a break time
Gossiping with Kiran, Raju, Dipendra, Chahana… in a class
time
Were the time
The time I enjoyed.

Especially, the time I spent with each and every members
of Prasadi
Were the time
The time which will be in my heart
Even after my death.

Finally, time has come to depart
To depart from each and every members of Prasadi
The time to return back
Return by packing all emotions, courage, knowledge…
The knowledge that we have gained.

Sudip Bogati
XII Sci. M3
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HOW DAYS PASSED IN
PRASADI

I don’t know how days passed in Prasadi. It seems as if I
have joined Prasadi just day before yesterday and now its
time to say good bye. But I’m not going alone, I’m taking
all the memories and experiences I had in these two years.
There are some precious memories that Prasadi has given
me which are still fresh in my mind and which I can never
forget.

After my SLC, when I asked my elders whether to join
Prasadi or not. Some said, “it’s very strick college and
they will tie you up with rules and regulations.” But some
said, “Prasadi is very good college. It’ll teach you how to
be in absolute discipline.” Finally I decided to join Prasadi.
When I first entered school premises, I was very happy
and proud to be a part of No. 1 college in the country. I was
very happy for couple of weeks. But when teachers started
giving homeworks, I got frustrated. Regular bag checking,
hair checking, homework checking, co-ordinators shouting,
“carry your all books,” teacher’s scolding,” submit your
assignment on time”, I thought all these things were
nonsense. I felt as if I have come inside a prison and
teachers are punishing me for my sins. But now I have
understood importance of these things. These things has
helped me a lot to be in discipline and to be regular. At first
Prasadians may have problem with strick rules and
regulation but later on, they will get used to it.

Coming back to memories, all days in Prasadi were
memorable. Gossiping with friends, getting scolded,
answering all questions asked by teachers and getting
praised if answers are correct otherwise getting punished,
standing on line to get lunch, climbing up stairs, science
students disturbing in last period. Among all days, two
days are most memorable i.e. first days of college and
next is picnic day. In first day when I entered inside E7, I
saw all new faces full of ambition and willingness to do
something good. I slowly walked in and sat on first bench.
No one talked to me. I was all alone and little scared.
Later on my best buddy Sumit joined me. He has been my
good friend from first day and has been helping me till now.
Next most memorable day is picnic day. That day was full
of fun; singing, dancing and enjoying with friends. Actually
we were told that we would be taken to Kakani but we
were taken to Tribhuwan Park. That was a big surprise for
us. I can never forget that day. Each and every second in
Prasadi were incredible. Every single moment I have spent
in Prasadi will be missed.

Time waits for none. All passed moment cannot be repeated
again. So, I will be carrying all those memories with me
which were given by my friends and teachers. Respected
teachers and entire Prasadi family, I would like to thank
you from bottom of my heart. Thank you very much.

“Proud to be a Prasadian”.
Prashant Khadka

XII Mgmt. N2

WE PRASADIANS

Prasadi the place of quiet and calm
Kept me safely under love and warm

Taught everything that to have learnt
Got chance to sharpen mind which was blunt

Provided all the nutrients that I need
Now this memorable phase has come to an end

Astonishing and inspiring teachers are really
awesome
Will be remembered every moment in M8 which was
full of fun

It has helped me stand on when I fall
No doubt Prasadi is the best choice for all

Unforgettable  acquaintance it has given me
Proud to be a Prasadian where ever I would be

Caring, loving, gossiping and labouring guy
It is the time to bid good bye.

Asbini Bisural
XII Sci. M8

“FOR MY FRIENDS”

Friends are the flowers in the garden of life.

 They help you through time of trouble and strife.

There’s nothing like friend to make a heart sing;

True friends will share with you most everything;

They will not abandon you in time of need;

They aren’t overcome by envy or greed;

Real friends give and allow you to take;

I don’t know how I would survive without friends;

Tell me, p/z tell me, what I would do;

If I didn’t have a garden full of friends just like
you!

Have a beautiful life my friends;

“I am proud to be a Prasadian”.

Deepesh Kumar Yadav
XII Sci. M1
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HIGHLIGHTS TO MY DAYS
IN PRASADI ACADEMY…

“PRASADI  ACADEMY”, yes, it was what I had seen
above the gate during my first visit to this college,
probably because the first two letters ‘P’ and ‘R’
had been made some what unnoticeable by some
leaves.

However, I still remember the indefinable moments
after admission. I had a sincere smile on my face
and my eyes filled with pride because I had been
admitted to one of the best and the most top-graded
colleges of Nepal- Prasadi Academy!

The first day of my college life started from the very
first week of Shrawan as I headed towards my class-
the one and only- G10. The class was pretty
awesome; it was at the centre and it became easier
for us to go to the canteen, to the reception, to the
gate and of course, to the toilet. Similarly, we had
normal classes on the first 3 days of the week, but
only the G10ers went home on hour before on the
other 3 days. The first day- the only thing I remember
about that day is nothing! I just sat on the second
bench and hardly did anything the whole day, neither
I spoke with anyone; nor with my bench mate. I had

found that day quite unpleasant and this had made
me think that it was better to fully focus on subject
matters rather than on making friends. But I can
never forget getting punished by the discipline
incharge and having my name written on the first
week itself due to improper ‘hair’, although on the
previous days I had had my haircut thrice, in a
sequence! Grade 11 proved out to be much more
difficult and unexpectedly advanced than 10. Slowly
and surprisingly, I became closer to many of my
classmates and teacher as well. The awkwardness
of being completely new to the college seemingly
disappeared and we began enjoying each and every
day with each other. By the time the first year had

come to an end, I had made a lot of friends and had shared
quite amazing moments with them.

My life took me to another level when I entered M3, with
many new faces and some from my previous section as
well, and I got seated with one of them. At the beginning, I
often felt bored and the environment did not appear to be
as good as it was in the previous year. Though the subjects
we had to study were similar to grade 11, the courses
were hardly comparable; grade 12 appeared to  be even
more advanced and much tougher in comparison to 11.
However, talking about fun and memories, grade 12 proved
out to be unconditionally amazing and somehow indifferent
to the rest. Although I was not close to all of my
classmates, I can look back with fondness to the ones I
shared many unforgettable memories with. Back to back
laughter’s, unexpected pranks and mischief’s, new
nicknames time and again, and completely insane
moments throughout and within, not only in class but at
the canteen and other places too; no single day M3 went
without leaving a smile in our faces and it was in fact our
strategy. Not only the students, but the teachers too were
involved and equally included in our priceless moments.
And most importantly, the only day in our entire college
life, when we were taken to Tribhuwan Park for picnic, no
doubt brought all of us together forming a huge mass and
made us go completely insane, when we rocked the ground

with our self influenced dance modes and enjoyed the
particular moment to the fullest.

There is indeed a colourful jumble of standout moments
from Prasadi Academy that I can recall vividly. The
excessive homeworks and weekly haircuts no doubt gave
us severe headaches, but besides them, these two years
spent in this college have also given many refreshing
memories along with unforgettable inspirations, that will
indeed be remembered throughout our lifetime. Although
my college days will soon come to an end, I will always
be proud being a Prasadian!!!

Bikesh Chipalu
XII Sci. M3
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LIFE IN PRASADI

There were times in Prasadi when I really thought of
running away and finding Nirvana in a jungle. Loads of
home works, fortnightly haircuts, surprise bag checking,
etc. life was difficult in the beginning. But as time passed
by, everything seemed normal. Without the friends I made
here, life would’ve been unimaginable.. I was quite afraid
of getting separated from the friends I made in grade XI.
But to my surprise, I found almost half of the same mates
in XII as well. Sohail, Aaditya, Samir, Prashanna, Sudip,
Aavash, and many more. Sahil got added to our group as
well, alongside Pukar and Raju. M2 was amazing from

the start. Just a few days to interact and the entire class
turned into a gang. Those moments are cherisable and will
remain evergreen. Creating caricatures was the one thing
we were extremely fond of (hope it’s taken lightly). I don’t
quite remember a single teacher who’s been left to be
trolled. These words can never be forgotten:
SBH sir: “Ghaas haru padnu xaina: kta ho, I will cut your
………….tongue”
YKG sir: “Haaaw easy? Vaaary easy”
SK ma’am: “2: M2”
URT sir: “A timro kapal vaena hai…pattakai vaena…ali
chatta, chi ttika milaera voli aune hai… yaad gareu?”

RKS sir: “A laato –kosero! 40 lakhs ko kati cup chiya
auxa? Tei samjhera padne.”
RPY sir: “you have to absorve it, as well as absorb it.”
RRG sir: “Ah well…. Where were we”
SJ ma’am: Ae halla nagara na (in a crying tone)”
SSA ma’am: “Timi nae vana ma timlae k garam?”
SBS sir: “I also you all know that.”

We’ll have these moments to cherish in our near
future. The fun and the knowledge we received from
all the teachers are precious. Chief sir was extremely
encouraging. Each time he delivered lectures, a
strong desire of studying arose in us. (though it faded

away after a while). Hamal sir thank you for improving
my organic chemistry. I honestly sucked at XI. At
the beginning, we were like, “when will we get outta
this hell hola?”. Now the situation is , “can we spend
a few more days here, with our mates?”. These two
years seems to have gone so fast! I’m sorry if I
accidentally happened to hurt anyone. All the mates
of M2 will be missed. Time and tide waits for no
body. So we’ll have to move on. Though we’ll move
on, we’ll have the remembrance of being a Prasadian.
I’d like to thank everyone. I hope all you guys have a
bright future ahead….

Madan Dhakal
XII Sci. M2
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TWO YEARS BEAUTIFUL
JOURNEY WITH PRASADI!!!
Sitting on sofa at the corner of my room with huge
smile, wet eyes and cheeks with tears rolling down,
you might be thinking what’s going on to me? Well! I
am collecting each and every cherishable moments in
these two years beautiful journey with Prasadi. I got
huge love and care, sometime scolded and got punished
as well. I’ve got very delightful memories, sweet and
sour which I’ll certainly be sharing with my new friends
and at that time I am damn sure that there will be
charming smile on my face and eyes will all wet.
I could clearly remember the very first day in Prasadi,
1st Sharawan 2069, when I stepped inside class G11

strange feeling came within me with huge excitement
and little nervousness. There were all new faces for me
and I was quite afraid that I’d able to be friendly with
them as with my school’s friends or not but they were
even more loving, caring and friendly. Well! Recalling
1st day how could I forget sumnima, sitting on first bench,
laughing loud, asking for names, joking, making fun
and creating school’s environment which made quite
comfort for all. Laughing, gossiping, sharing secrets
with companions, we came about to end of class 11
session and unfortunately, to the end I got punishment
of 50 minutes standing in front of class which was
honestly awkward moment for me and made me
embarrassed as it was the first time I have ever had
been punished. But I wasn’t alone, there were my

companions too. Sweet Shikshya, chatpate Avilasha, naughty
Nikita….. haha! With these colourful memories session
completed.
Now from 20th Jestha 2070, new session started with new
hope, new enthusiasm, excitement and of course new friends
while most of faces were known this time.
Incredible smile of RB ma’am, funny jokes of YKG sir, funny
dialogues of SBH sir, love and care of SS sir made our whole
year just amazing. I can’t forget sitting on first bench, covering
mouth with scarf and sharing chocolates at class time with
my lovely bench mate Nikita and Chahana. Umm! Oh! How
could I miss non-stop dance with my dangali bestiee Avilasa,
and of course with Meryl, Deergha who were always supportive
and with all my guys in picnic.

Honestly, how fast the time moves, it feels like yesterday,
waiting in huge line for collecting form and now today the
time has come to say good bye to Prasadi. Thousands of
thought strikes my mind within few seconds and appreciates
the time while the very next moment I wanna spit on to the
face of it because it is the time which gathered us together
made one family “Prasadian” and it is the same which is
compelling us for painful departure. It is no longer to see that
some of us will be engineers, some doctors, some leaders
and bla, bla bla….. . But all of us will be fruitful outcome of
Prasadi and will always be feeling proud of being part of Prasadi
and being Prasadian.

Pratibha Budhathoki
XII Sci. M4
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WAVING THE HAND OF
DEPARTURE…

It was Shrawan 1st, 2069 when we first stepped
into own classes at grade XI in Prasadi. From that
very day we got a new school and a new family.
Obviously, the beginning was very hard to adapt
over here. Strict rules, late night homeworks and
precise records at each and every student seriously
made us worry a lot. But gradually situations taught
us everything. As time passed by, we realized that
every tough situation invent a new courage to
overcome through it.

Having some bitter and many great experiences in
these two years of time, in this paradise, we gained,
we lost and we realized many things side by side.
Returned home, did up and down (20 times) carrying
a bag full of books and copies in front of Chief sir
and went to the study room for being 4-5 minutes
late were some bitter experiences but it taught us
a great deal too. That’s why, the lessons of
discipline and punctuality that we learned here will
always be own guideline. I really loved the short
lectures of chief sir. The classes of SBH sir, RKS,
RPY sir, GT sir, KBP sir, SK ma’am, RL ma’am
and RB ma’am were really funny and inspiring. So,
we’re grateful to all our teachers. You’re the real
idol for us and will be forever. Now, if we talk about
our unexpected bag checking, homework checking,
practical book and apron checking etc and etc, of
course they won’t trouble us anymore. But we’re
seriously going to miss all those days a lot. And
friends…., who could forget that memorable day,
“The picnic day (28th Magh, 2070)”? Continuous
dance and great group photos… wow.. It was
awesome and probably the best day ever with
Prasadi inmates. Similarly, the two years of time
spent together with Prativa, daily fight with Chahana,
funny jokes of Lasata, smile of Anamika, acting of
Rashmi, group work with Deergha and Meryl,
Gentleness of Shikshya, Ragini and Sonu, outing
with Tapasya, fun talks with Abhilasa, side talk with
Muskaan and Bimala, sincerity of Manisha (cute)
and dance with Pragya were the best memories
with friends. Thus, there are innumerable,
meaningful and memorable times with you guys
which are inerasable and will always remains in
our hearts and minds. It’s really hard to get departed
but as my heart says, “Don’t be dismayed to wave
the hand at departure because departure always
doesn’t mean the end of everything but merely the
beginning of something new to be happy again.”
Isn’t it right?

 Nikita Bhandari
XII Sci. M4

FUN DAYS IN PRASADI
The day has come to say good bye
Moments spent in Prasadi is alive in my mind
Time has passed too fast like blow of wind
Had loads of fun without leaving any hint

Teasing friends and teachers, laughing all day
In our own little world creating a small story
Feeling of love and sisterhood that will never end
None of the relation is more trusting than friend

Hiding from teachers and having paper chat
To have fun, always discussing to sit at last
Sharing the news and thought without emotions
All with different characters proud to call M8ians

Picnic that gave us more opportunity to be close
Both studies and fun being acting that always oppose
Music loud party all day with love and care
Departing from Prasadi is my only fear.

Pooja Rauniyar
XII Sci. M8

PRASADI AND PRASADIAN

If you want to dazzle like the dew on the lawn
You have to choose right path on your own
Which can help you to be away from proletarian
For this, you should enter Prasadi to be Prasadian.

I was totally unknown when I entered KTM
But able to withdraw knowledge like ATM
This is because of a team only known by Prasadian
Who always try to be father of proletarian.

I am thinking and my heart is full of fear
How can I be the template of proletarian
Now I’ve decided to follow steps without any tear
Because it is taught by Prasadi to every Prasadian.

Md. Shami
XII Sci. M2
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MY AWESOME TWO YEARS IN
PRASADI
Times in Prasadi has passed unexpectedly fast,
Seems like yesterday but it’s about two year past,
1st Shrawan 2069, me ‘5589’ stepped in straight
Inside Prasadi academy to design my buffer state,
30/11/070 my deadline to depart from M9

In spite same prescription, study here quite tough,
Despite this distinction in HSEB exam is sure enough
Indicate the determination of Prasadians is great,
So never underestimate it because it gonna fill your fate.
But it knocks everybody that only few passes the internals,
A lot of home works make you diurnal as well as nocturnal

Made here everybody to wear proper dress,
Punctuality is what Prasadi want the first & fore most,
Attendance in every period is what makes me surprise the most.
Why Prasadi frequently check seat plan, books….? My question
arise,
Re test & extra classes are to make student standardize

Talking about my friends, Bipal & Mandip, the best navigation guide,
So far Prashant & Gaurav are stood very close aside
I’ll miss moments with them in Gorkha & Pokhara site,
Doubty Roshan’s bombarding questions taught me good lessons
Talkative Yogesh’s nonstop gossip & S. Agrawal’s unmatched talency,
Rockstar Sushil’s music & Sanjay’s silency remained a mystery

Subham Adhikari’s awesome break dance in picnic cheered up all,
Anuj’s fluency in speaking & Mohit’s accent would make u fall .
Noone can defeat cunning Dependra & innocent Subham Bhattrai,
Oh I forgot friendly Abhilasa, Sachi, Rajan & Dhiraj Rai,
Anusha & Sadmi always have the race to get thing first,
Melina & Prishma are close friend just to trust.

I’ll never hear RB ma’am saying “I hate hooting in my class,”
RKN sir threatening “Pitai kancha” for distracting the mass.
Heart pounds louder when scholar RPY praise “Smartly said”
SBH’s jokes, BBP’s gaf after every numerical are famous,
DD’s my dearest friends “always made him close with us.
YKG’s simplest & funny questions made us cry,
Well Prasadi! It’s time to bade you good byee!

Diwas Acharya
XII Sci. M9
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These two years in Prasadi have definitely been a blast. It
seems like just yesterday we all became friends. I guess
time flies unnoticed when we’re having fun. Not endless
even in this short period of time, we were fortunate enough
to make wonderful memories. I clearly remember my first
day here. After hearing our daily schedule, I wouldn’t even
imagine how I’d get through a single week, let alone 2
years! I was terrified. I saw all my +2 dreams getting
smashed right in front of me. And all the nightmares I’d
heard about Prasadi were coming true. However, it wasn’t
long before I got accommodated to the college routine. I
started making friends. I got used to all the workloads the
teachers gave. In fact, I began enjoying here.

Altogether I’m proud to have been a Prasadian. Prasadi
provided me a platform to excel in my studies and also
created a strong foundation for my future. It taught me
lessons of hard work, patience, tolerance and most
importantly time. Who knew so much from having lunch to
going to the restroom to completing our remaining
assignments could be done in mere 20 minutes. It’s a
wonder what we do for rest of the time. Moreover, Prasadi
brought me towards wonderful people who have become’

friends’ for life’ . They have been both a laughing
buddies during happy time and also a firm shoulder
to lean against when the world is cruel and unfair.
All the memories shared with them will be cherished
forever.

I’ll never forget my teachers. I’ve learnt so much
from them, not just academic related but moral
values and life lessons as well. I will forever admire
their sincerity, devotion and diligence. They made
my time in Prasadi very fruitful.

In the end, I’m glad I chose Prasadi. It was difficult
in the beginning but nothing can be achieved without
a little hard work. I’ve loved every moment spent
here. Stepping out of Prasadi I feel like I can
overcome almost any difficulty, thanks to constant
inspiration given by our college. A few years from
now I see myself enjoying, boasting and maybe
craving a little for my Prasadian days. So thank you
Prasadi for all the values, all the knowledge, all the
pride and all the fun and surprises you gave us. It
has truly been a bliss…

Meryl Shakya
XII Sci. M4

HEARTFELT GRATITUDE TO PRASADI
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WE ARE ONE M1
XII M1 the noisy class you might have heard
But here all students are brighter you mightn’t have got
It’s on the new building on the 1st floor
With the three windows and one door
Students of here are of different character
But we all help each other like a big matter.
We have got little member in our family
From which 35 boys and 6 girls only.

I don’t know from where to start
As all the friends are super stars;
Let start with Sachin and Ashim
Who are topper of the class
But Kamana always tops them at last.
Gaurav, Adish and Dikshya are always hard working
Sabeen, Abhisan and Bibek are ever talking;
Two Abhishek in our class but not the twins
Rupesh and Prabin make their pen always swing.

Bharat, Sampurna and Nitesh are the simple ones
Shreejan and Sajjan always joke if they get chance
Robinson, Anup, Sumit and Saurav always want the
class silent
But, Ashutosh the only one makes the class wildest.

Kiran and Yunish are the brighter dear
Doing homework only their fear.

Pushpa is a beauty queen;
Kriti and subina start talking if they get any hint.
Shashanka and Bikash the gentlemen of the class
Yogesh and Samrat make the class blast; by sitting at
the last.

Prativa Shukla is the polite girl,
Deepesh thinks the class is hall.
Shubhang and Anukal make the class cool
Nishan and Bal Krishna try to make us fool.
Like this my class is full
Only one guy is left, it’s me fool
Our class cannot separate and nobody can
Bcoz we all are one;
So, our class name is M1.
Not last, the least
At this stage we the bestie
As the teachers think we are stupidians
But we are proud to be Prasadian
Proud to be Prasadian.
Thank you!

Binit Kumar Gupta
XII M1
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FUNNY TELEPHONE CALL
Caller: Hello! Can I speak to Annie Wan, please?
Operator: Yes, you can speak to me.
Caller: No, I want to speak to Annie Wan.
Operator: Yes, I understand you want to speak
to anyone. You can speak to me. Who is this?
Caller: I’m Som Wan. I need to talk to Annie Wan!
This is urgent.
Operator: I know you are someone and you want
to talk to anyone! But what’s urgent matter
about?
Caller: well, just tell my sister Annie Wan that
our brother Noe Wan got into an accident.
Now Noe Wan is being sent to hospital. And right
now, Avery Wan is on his way to
hospital.

BEST MEMORIES AND
LESSONS GAINED FROM
PRASADI

Still I remember my first day in morning section B10 with
my new bench mate Sonu and Rajani. I was completely
innocent and unknown in that new environment. But as
time passed gradually I started to manage all those
compulsion in Prasadi. I am glad to get chance to learn
from such caring and inspiring teachers. Every lectures of
them were really precious and courageable. Likewise how
could I forget those days when I get sent back  home from
college for being 4-5 minutes late, 10 times up and down,
loads of book especially on home work checking day,
unexpected bag checking, late night home works, wild
dance in picnic with my friends Nikita, Sonu, Ragini,
Narbada, Abhilasa, Alisha, Aishwarya and so on …
Regarding teachers SBH sir jokes, Chief sir refreshing short
and impressive class, BCG sir saying ‘yesterday’?, RL
ma’am ‘Daka’ RKS sir Chiya guf, RRG sir it’s not important
what you write only, it’s important how you write: GT sir’s
anger, SK ma’am M5, BBP sir facial expression while
teaching and YKG sir its simplest and jhurest. Those all
are some of my best and unforgettable memories which I
always appreciate to remember.

Now, let’s talk about the lessons. I gained a lot from Prasadi
within such short period of time. Firstly, you have to enjoy

these two years of time as much as you can since you are
certain to miss it. Secondly do not get scared much and
lose your hope to do the best at difficult situation rather
face it boldly by being optimistic and patient. Do not give
chance to your parents to build up thought that they were
wasting money on you. Never expect high without hard
work. You are born to win and you can if you believe in
yourself and go on laboring since we are Prasadian mere
dost…

Lastly, I would heartily thank to Prasadi for making me
such bold and strong girl, who was completely innocent
and weak in past.

Tapasya Rai
XII Sci. M5

Operator: Look! If no one was injured and no
one was sent to hospital, then that accident
isn’t an urgent matter. Maybe you find this
hilarious but I don’t have time for this.
Caller: You are so rude. Who are you?
Operator: I am Saw Ree.
Caller: Yes, you should be sorry, now can I have
your name please?
Operator: That’s what I said. I am Saw Ree.
Caller: Oh…. God !!! ([dial tone]…

Aaditya Kumar Mishra
XII Sci. M2
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PRASADI TEACHES
Never shy, this is why
You will never know, even opportunity passes by
Never lie you know why
Your dignity never reaches high
Always try, never cry
Let your hope & confidence freely fly
Never stop, on the way to success club
Reach the mountain climb its top
Never drop, from its top
Gather your weakness, shut it up
Always love, your learning job
The best potion you make than the medicinal herb
Never be son, with a hesitation’s crown

MEMORIES…

I feel like it was just yesterday when I took my first
step at Prasadi and now time has come to head to
different goals and dreams gonna come true very soon
that dream which couldn’t be possible without Prasadi.
Prasadi has created a beautiful chapter of all the
feelings and memories within 2 years. A step from G12
to M4 was really unforgettable. The time of fun and
giggles within which I belonged with all my friends has
now created a memorable trace inside myself. Days
were easy when friends were there, we fought, we
shouted, we laughed, we knew how to enjoy every
single second of life in togetherness. Studying became
a part of fun and it stepped an easier phase to move
with friends. I will really miss all those awesome
gossips and talks we had in G12, all those funny
pranks and jokes. Memorable picnic and wild picnic
dance with unexpected fun. Ah, yess! How can I forget
the time I had in tour. Late night running here and there,
living a life out in a different way reminds me of days I
spent with my besties and management group.

Prasadi taught us to walk in rules and regulations, to
utilize every single second of life and to know the value
of time. Difficulties may arise, but I have aimed to keep
moving myself because everything is okay in the end,
if it’s not ok, then its not the end.

Rimsha Bhatta
XII Sci M4

Do not let your confidence burn
Never turn, from the meaning of learn
Else into pool of darkness, you may get drawn
Always learn, knowledge you earn
Success is the one, you get in turn
Never say never, try forever
If you are clever, do hard labour
You get in turn, double or triple
Success, fame, name and it all
 On your face a shine of pebble
Nice & sweet smile with a cute dimple
Prasadi teaches you and Prasadi makes you able.

Bibek Subedi
XII Sci. M5
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MY ADMIRATION TO PRASADI

My mind still contains an apparent picture of the day, on which I decided to admit in Prasadi Academy for higher
education. To choose Prasadi means the commencement of an adventure to me in the sense that I had to live
alone far from my parents in a completely unknown place with totally unfamiliar people. I knew that I would face
lots of unexperienced and even hard situations but I convinced myself that without pain there would be no gain.
With the nostalgia I arrived at this city and my journey of education in Prasadi Academy initiated.

I remember that I had entered the class on first day with the feeling of excitement, enthusiasm and little bit
nervousness. A beacon of hope was glowing brightly inside me to achieve the goals. But in contrary to the
situations I found huge difference. For the first couple of months, I felt very difficult to conjoin my study and living
and rather became a homesick. I encountered quite unexpected and dreadful situations. Whenever it seemed I
was in severe difficulty, I used to remind the theory of Charles Darwin; one should struggle for the existence,
which encouraged me to keep on moving. Gradually I started to get used to (familiar) with those situations, began
to feel more comfortable and the challenges were being friendlier. Formerly I wasn’t able to complete my tasks at
time but slowly with constant effort I balanced my works and managed to be punctuate. I got adjusted in the friend
circle. I started to feel the life filled with same energy as it used to be when I was in home. Progressively the
situation which was contemptible for me became a source of contentment.

When one is in difficulty she/he feels that time is taking too long to pass and during the good time one feels that
time is passing very fast but we all know that time has its own constant motion. Same happened to me. When I
was in my difficult situations, I felt it much tedious but after I managed and made things alright, found such
wonderful friends and got to know the precious teachers, I felt the time accelerating rapidly that I have arrived at
the edge of the journey. I want to live up this more but the two years of journey is now at its boundary and I have
to depart. Although the time of separation has come, these memorable events cannot be separated from my
memory and I’ll always miss these events, friends and teachers.

Prasadi Academy has provided me the chance to develop many experiences and helped me to mature. It has
taught me to live away from parents and solve the problems myself. It made me more practical, patient and
punctual. I learned to struggle and face the difficult situations. I want to thank Prasadi from the core of my heart
for these greatest lessons of the life. It showed me that life is dynamic where pain and pleasure alternately come
and go. Hence I admire Prasadi Academy and I am proud to be Prasadian.

Sarad Gajurel
XII Sci. M2
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THINGS THAT GET NEVER
ERASED FROM MY MIND

It was raining when I went to Prasadi Academy on
the first day. I was so nervous to speak with anyone.
Time kept on passing and I made new friends. There
were many besties in the XI where we made a lot
noise.

Let’s move to grade XII N4, right? The first word
comes from Subham and Ellen when the teacher
enters in the class as “Good morning sir/ mam”.
Here we start from a silencer Suraj hang Rai who
never sits straight, having a back problem. Suraj
Kasaju is another guy who is found to be the wet
cat or the class who have no any smile in his face.
Jay Bahadur is a Drummist and Nishant a singer.
Ellin Bista having a still body always tries to fight
with Pramish who is known as ‘Mark Hendry” of
N4. Nirjal and Rohan two besties who can  never
separate from each other. We had a group of five
man army in a single group of Nishant, Kapil, Jay
Bdr., Sudip and me (Himal sen) . we always made
our class rocking when we had a singer and a
drummist too.

Here comes Juna and Rosana as a silencer as well
as statue of the class from girls side, Trinka and
Anuska are supposed to be  hair stylist, Simron,
who had got two statue friends, needs to turn back
to make noise and she is always caught by the
account sir. Luniva who has red hair needs to sit
alone, her bench partner Pratha is supposed to be
the tourist of our class.

How can I forget the teachers like Saroj sir who
always says “however do help me” RKS sir telling
“haina, haina” after telling every correct sentence.

Here comes our class teacher Binod sir who says
“bhai padhunu mann xaina, college k garna aako?”
RKN sir saying “bebahakup” when he angry. Our
tourist teacher Bhogi sir who always respects us
and says “hello sir, hello man” when we make
mistake. Our another tourist mam Rama ma’am
who gives out of course lecture. Oh! Here’s our
English ma’am Amala Dhungel ma’am who never
punished us.

I cannot forget funniest friends like Satish, Adhish,
Biki, who try to sleep. Grishmi and Ashma from
girls side as a laughing hunter and get caught.
Shneya, Aruni Lama, Susmita, Rasmita remain quite
silence. Here’s my jigri ‘kapil’ who always want pen
from girls side as I taught him to ask pen with girls.

Finally I wanna say is that “I salute all the staff,
teachers, chief sir, principal sir who showed us right
path. I’ll be missing these two years of Prasadi. I
am proud to be a Prasadian

Himal Sen Thakuri
XII Mgmt. N4

COLLEGE DAYS
Standing alone at the college gate,
And recalling the days gone by,
I recall my first day in Prasadi,
Entering the empty classroom.

Oh! How quickly time flies,
Two years have passed,
But it doesn’t seem that long,
With memories as fresh as the early morning dew.

These two years have taught me so much,
Giving me better reasons to live for,
Showing me how life should be shared,
And the beauty of every relation, if cared.

Soon, our college life would be over,
And we would be taking our separate ways,
Like sand slipping out of hands,
With only memories of by gone days.

This is the sour truth of life,
Whatever has a beginning has an end,
But no matter where destiny takes us,
Keep in touch, we’ll always remain friends.

Now it’s time to bid goodbye,
Wish life could just rewind,
Once again become college guys,
Till the painful moment of separation.

Love Yadav
XII Mgmt. N2
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JOURNEY IN PRASADI ACDEMY

It seems like yesterday when I entered the gate of Prasadi Academy. I was so happy and excited to be a member
of Prasadi family. On the very first day of my college, 31st Asadh, 2069, me and my two friends Merina and Sneha
entered the world of Prasadi Academy. We were nervous, excited and happy as well. Three of us got separated
to three different sections. I was sent to section E13. All of the new faces, but among them, only one face was
known to me and she was Rashmi. She was so happy to see me in her section. We became best friends. Slowly
the friendship list of mine was increased. I made lots of new friends. Among them Divya, Limi, Dipa, Simron,
Purnima and Bipana were always there to make my each and every moment of grade XI awesome.

Finally, I stepped in grade XII N2, after completion of grade XI; we three best friends, Divya, Rashmi and me
always had a fear of being separated in grade XII and unfortunately we were separated. All of us three girls were
very upset. I was sent to section N2, Rashmi to N4 and Divya to N5. But during our 20 minutes break, we
always used to meet each other and make loud noise. Out GT sir often used to come and scold us but we
never got changed. We always had a group of girls and shout, laugh and gossip. In the journey of N2 I always
had a good company of Nabina, Sneha, Pratima, Diprina, Anjali, Reza, Shreya and Rojina. We were never
tired of singing songs, gossiping and cracking jokes.

The most memorable part of Prasadi Academy was our first tour. We were the luckiest batch that we could go
on a tour with Prasadians. It was an educational, enjoyable and memorable trip to Chitwan and Pokhara.
During tour as well we made lots of new friends with whom I really got very close. Shweta, Grishmi, Monalisa,
Nelisha, Binisha, Rimsha, Cristina, Smriti, Rinku, Garima, Nitesh, Ankeet, Suraz, Mahip, Sushan, Gaurav,
Shubham, Sachin and Pradip added a sweet taste on a tour and made it unforgettable, memorable and
enjoyable. How could I forget the picnic day, the one and only day when we danced and sang whole day with
Prasadi friends. Ratna Man Dangol sir’s class was really interesting. I find myself very lucky that I got chance
to attend his class.

Ahh… there’s a lot of memory from Prasadi Academy. Each and every teachers of Prasadi Academy encouraged
and inspired me. They were really frank and nice to me. I will never forget my new name kept by Panthi sir
during our tour as “DJ”, URT sir’s style of calling my name out, non-teaching staff’s pronouncing my name as
“Desi” … Pankaj sir’s expressions, Rama ma’am, Manju ma’am and Amala ma’am’s way of inspiring, Saroj sir
and Bhadra sir’s way of getting high tempered, Sudden appearance of chief sir and many more, it’s uncountable
and inexpressible.

I enjoyed a lot in Prasadi Academy in these two years’ time. At last I did like to thank all my teachers, friends
who supported, encouraged and inspired me throughout the year. And feel proud to say that “I am a Prasadian”.

 Daisy Napit
XII Mgmt. N2
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SOMETHING I FEEL…

Many of times we sit down to write something, we
have so much of mixed feelings in our mind and
heart, we feel like noting it down but we don’t get
words, isn’t it? Yes we modern people know that
these days facebook is trying to extend a hand of
friendship towards us, isn’t it? It tries to ask how
we are feeling now- dumb, happy, excited blessed
etc. yes, facebook does ask but what after sharing
our feelings, it just fades away with the news feed.

Friends, most of the times I have found that the first
glance what I get of any person isn’t the real him/
her. It’s just the momentary description. So,
judgment about them or their characters must be
done only through detailed analysis. Most of the
times we don’t show what is in our heart or express
our feelings to everyone because we do fear being
ignored, being made fun of and taken in negative
form. We do share our alien feelings and amazing
worried thinking only to our tagged best friends.

I think knowing a person is really a difficult job
because nobody can read up another person’s mind
and heart. But I want to give you a chance to know
how I feel; what I feel, friends. If someone was there
to ask me “How can we become happy?” My answer
would be- “The simplest way to stay happy is letting
go of things that make you sad”.

Friends, yes we meet up with many people in this
long journey of life and you must be honest and
true to everyone. You must deliver a good speech
of trust and friendship. It’s because being honest
may not get you a lot of friends but it’ll always get
you the right ones. And, do keep in mind that, trust
doesn’t come with a refill once it’s gone, you
probably won’t get it back, and if you do, it will never
be the same! And, friends that’s a fact. In this
journey of life, sometimes we make mistakes and
sometimes our partners do. But I think being human
means knowing to forgive. You better acknowledge
that “weak can never forgive forgiveness is the
attribute of strong”.

Friends, I think we all know that the most beautiful
relationship in the world is of “mother-child”. But, I
found the relationship of best friends too a precious
one; worth mentioning, isn’t it? Best friends are the
ones who know how stupid you are and still choose
to be seen with you in public specially we teenagers
know how important best friends are because we
all have realized that having crush is useless until
you have your best friends to share about it. Best
friend isn’t the one who’s just always there for you.
It’s someone who understands you a bit more than
you understand yourself. So, I feel, sometimes
talking to our best friends is the only therapy we
need when we feel low, don’t you?

I do sometimes feel that we all must be thankful to God for
everything we have in our life. You wake up every day, you
get to see the beauty of sunrise, feel the mildness of wind,
that’s great, isn’t it? Even when you get sorrows and failures
you need to sing about God’s grandeur because these
sorrows and failures are the ones that helps to taste the
sweetness of happiness and success. And I think my new
feelings will continue to rise in my heart until I breathe. So,
I feel that one thing you must remember is: “Do respect
love when it is given not after it is gone!”. And my friends,
always believe this thing –love comes to those who still
hope even though they’ve been disappointed, to those who
still believe even when they’ve been betrayed, to those
who love even though they’ve been hurt before.

So, be honest, collect as many best friends as you can,
love them to the fullest and don’t dare to forget to be thankful
to God for all these beautiful things in your life.

Geetanjali Pata Magar
XII Mgmt. N2
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HOW CAN I FORGET MY DAYS
ON PRASADI

I still remember the first day to my college ‘Prasadi
Academy’ just alone with all other unknown faces, but it’s
time to depart from Prasadi. These two years’ time in
Prasadi passed like a blink of eyes. I studied very willingly
during this period…. Whenever I thought of departing from
Prasadi Academy I found myself sad and depressed but
the memories I have collected provide me energy and
strength to be forward in my coming future. Indeed, Prasadi
has become the great platform where one can bring
excellence and talent out of himself/herself.

I can never forget all those moments I have spent here.
What I experienced is that Prasadi Academy is only one
of the best alternative for our bright future and excellence.
How can I forget these two years of my life, where I have
collected lots of cheering moments. I still remember doing
lots of homework till midnight, carrying bundle of books
and copies, preparing for exam whole night, surprise bag
checking, also unexpected entry of chief sir in the class
… But I will ever remember his encouraging and inspiring
lectures, which I can’t get back now. Other teachers were
too supporting and friendly. They used to give very inspiring
lectures with funny dialogues. I will ever remember RRG
sir’s English, brilliant lectures with his saying “what you
write is not only important, how you present is important”.
How can I forget our GT sir’s way of teaching physics. We
used to have a lot of fun during this period. RKS sir with a
nice cup of tea. SBH sir’s double meaning lectures with
his famous dialogue “Ghaas haru question nai sodhainan”
. YKG sir’s very good and most simplest and jhurest
question. RL ma’am ‘daka haru’. SK ma’am’s irritating.
SKS sir’s you stand up etc. these all moments are
memorable for me. I will miss my two best friends Sujita
and Shilpa who always supported me during these two
years and my close friends Subechha, Muskaan, Ita, Stuti
etc. How can I forget the picnic with non-stop dancing and
enjoying with friends. I can never forget time spending with
my friends and teachers. Each and every moment seem
to be memorable forever.

Finally I would like to thank ‘Prasadi Academy’ and our
chief sir for giving a great platform to show the talent.
Yesterday I was alone here but today I am departing from
Prasadi with lots of cherisable memories. Though I will be
known as ex-student tomorrow, those unforgettable
memories of Prasadi will always remain in core of my heart
as one of the precious parts of my student life.

I just wanna say,

….. I am proud to be a Prasadian…
Roshani Kafle

XII Sci. M5

UNFORGETTABLE
MOMENTS IN PRASADI
There were loads of moments which will last forever
in my memory. The love of teaching and non-
teaching staff made us feel like home. I still can’t
believe that we have already come to the end of our
college life. Prasadi Academy is the best thing so
far happened to me. I can never forget the fun we
had in tour and picnic. I never expected I would even
dance in my life but I did in the tour. There are some
very good memories which I can never forget. Here
are some dialogues and popular sayings of our
teachers and friends:
Binod P. Sir: Eh! What happens? “Both are falls”
RK ma’am: very excellent. “No inspiration from your
side”
SP sir: Baaaalance sheet. “Eh fatah!”
RKN sir: pitai khalau hai keta ho, feri!!
AD ma’am : come on everyone, “Tyo Suraj lai her
na”
Ellen: khali sisi, falam, kagaz” (Don’t take it
seriously. This is just for fun)
Motivation provided by teachers and chief sir will
always help us in a positive way. Eating in the class
with Ishwor, Shubham, Suraj and Adhis will be
missed. URT sir’s warnings will be missed as well.
I want to thank everyone for making me know myself
even better. Hope you all guys live a great life. Nitesh
and Kapil will be missed a lot…

Ankeet Amatya
XII Mgmt. N4
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WHEN MY HEART WAS FULL…
Oh! It’s time to leave the college. I can’t believe this I’m so much grown up and I have passed my school and
college life. I remember RRG sir who told us, “when your mind is full your heart becomes  empty and when your
heart is full your mind becomes empty.” It’s true today my mind is empty and just my heart is full that’s why I
am recalling my past and now I am just full of emotions…

When I entered Prasadi Academy I was impressed by chief sir. We know first impression is the last impression
I was willing to read here. Being one main centre and hope of my parents, teachers and my district I started my
college life. But I am sorry my parents I became unable to maintain my position in first term of XI. I couldn’t
tolerate this I just became emotional and lost my efficiency, I was blind, vaccum, my eyes were full of tears. At
that time I was thinking to leave Prasadi. But chief sir encouraged me and provided confidence to get my aim.
I am very much thankful to you sir. I remember when you told me, “Beti you have ability to achieve your goal in
your life” . I felt the presence of my own father. At that time my heart was full. And once again I moved towards
my aim with full energy and confidence to get victory over failure. I was continuing my study in Prasadi.

When I was nearer of my pre-board of class XII, I faced road accident and it was one dreadful day for me. I was
lying on the bed unconsciously. My friends helped me when I opened my eyes I saw URT sir and GT sir which
made me proud to be Prasadian. When chief sir told, “Sonu, I would come but I’m very much far from you and you
…” . Only your courageous words were sufficient for me to get up from bed. Once again teachers of Prasadi made
me to be thankful towards them and Prasadi. Presence of URT sir, GT sir and Chief sir’s word made my heart full.

At last I am proud to say “ Prasadi is the place where care is culture.” And “I am proud to be a Prasadian.” Thank
you! Prasadi and all teachers.

Sonu Dhakal
XII Sci.M5
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THE ROCKERS OF N4

“Education for civilization”. We started our +2 level with this motto of Prasadi Academy. The moments that
Prasadi Academy provided us are the most precious gift of our life. The results with stars, unexpected 11 results,
meaningful lectures of Chief sir and others, dance at picnic, tour and most essential guest lecture by Mr. Ratna
Man Dangol all these moments made our class 12 a short but precious memory. These moments are really very
memorable to us. We’ll never forget these memories. As we all had a great start of 12 in room no. 4 ie.N4 with our
class teacher Binod sir. Binod sir used to give us lecture which used to make us laugh because of the way of his
teaching. “Both are falls from the beginning” is the best one that we heard. Raj Kumar sir’s “Haina’ is his best one
that he speaks. Saroj sir is the best teacher of most of us. His English language is so cute. “Ok, however, do
before me, don’t do discuss each other” are the best one. Amala ma’am really gets irritated while entering our
class. Her best dialogue is “come on boys, come on “ and “tyo Suraj hera na tya”.

As time passed away we didn’t know we have come to an end of +2 level.

The memories that we had in class 12 are the most meaningful ones. Because we had never expected that we
would be so close to each other that it would hurt when we would be apart. We have spent a lot of time with each
other so the relation has got too much strong. The rockers of N4 are Elin, Nishant (me), Kapil, Nirjal, Himal,
Roshan, Pramish, Jay Bahadur, Ishwor, Shubhamm, Suraj Shrestha, Ankit, Sudip, Satish and Suraj Hang Rai.
Prasadi is the most important part of our lives. We’ll always remember the name “Rocker’z”.

As this is our last stage in Prasadi Academy so we have some more things to say. We want to apologize for what
we did knowingly or unknowingly. If we have hurt anyone then we wanna apologize for it and want to wish a best
of luck for our juniors. “we are proud to be a Prasadian”.

Rockers of N4
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SWEET MEMORIES OF
PRASADI

 Ask me two abstract things which according to
me, can never be swapped with any precious stone
or any huge amount of money in this world. And I
will say childhood and college life. They are the
most enjoyable, lovable, memorable and fanciful
phases of our life with lots of nostalgic and immortal
memories. And yes! College period has been the
best phase of my life.

I have spent about two years with my friends. They
were strangers to me two years ago but now… I
think I know them better than anyone else does.
On the first day of grade XI, we all looked a bit
nervous and excited simultaneously. We all were
new faces to each other. But being classmates, we
came forward and shook hands. Thus, the
foundation of a new friendship was laid.

Next, my teachers who were always there for me at
the time of need. I still remember Pankaj sir inspiring
me to give presentation, Saroj sir telling me to solve
the problem on the board. At the beginning, Business

PRASADI DAYS
Initially Prasadi looked to me very bore
Because the discipline here was real hard core.

Teachers were too cool
We could not miss out a single question in H/W copy.
We could not make them fool.

We will always miss those interesting math classes
And RKN sir’s magical glasses.
In organic class SBH sir made us write like a machine.
Two years went pass like days learning acetylene and benzene.

Entering Prasadi gate was always the same sight
Never understood what pale dai used to write.

It remained a dream to top the class
But was no more feeling to see others fail
and yourself pass.

At last Prasadi days are gone
Leaving their memories behind,
Some good and some awful one.

Now I sit and ask myself
Are these days again going to come.
Now that x-Prasadians we have become
Now that x-Prasadians we have become.

….. Kafle
XII Sci. M9

Studies and English were very boring for me but as time
passed, I started to come up with them. How can I forget
our Uddhav sir to whom making excuses during hair
checking was a new challenge every time.

As nothing last forever, my journey of Prasadi has come to
an end. But I am glad that I chose Prasadi to pursue my
higher secondary studies. Prasadi made an ordinary student
like me to think special and to do great. So, thank you
Prasadi Academy, thank you Chief sir for choosing me the
students of the year 2070.  Proud to be Prasadian!

Roshan Kumar Yadav
XII Mgmt. N3
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PROUD TO BE
PRASADIAN
It is the best institution
For preparation
As it makes us similar
As radius of gyration.

It makes us capable to resist
Any oxidation and reduction
As a result we never have to
Face any problems of suffocation

Among students there
Is no any comparison
So each and every one can
Get better education.

They design us and show
Us our perfect destination
As only perfect machine
Is designed by great technician

Its goal for
Care and prevention
Ultimately leads
Toward new invention

They try their best
To make us Nepolean
So we are proud
To be Prasadian…

Dipak Shah
XI Sci.V6

A LETTER TO PRASADI
To
Members of Prasadi,
Dear sir,
Last year I upgraded to a Prasadian. I was excited but by the tight schedule
and less break disappointed me. Gradually, I met my friend, we started to
talk, play, study in G10. We used to have lots of homework pressure,
practical assignment. I cannot forget doing homework at night till 3am of
next morning. When I was promoted to grade XII then I enjoyed the days
in Prasadi. I can never forget some funny moments with teachers. And
the funny dialogues of teachers,
YKG: easiest and jhurist
RKS: moj garne moj, chia khayau…
RPY: Don’t absorve it, absorb it
KBP: there by (sound like her bhai)
BBP: but…
RKN: “girls” …, pitai khanchau…

After leaving Prasadi I never can forget 20 minutes break, samosa in
Prasadi’s canteen surprise bag checking, hair checking, pressure during
homework checking by management, gossiping with friends, eating
chocolates in last bench, rotation of bench.

Now the time of saying good bye to Prasadi is coming closer and closer.
I’m going away from Prasadi but all the memories that  I had with Prasadi
are lying in the core of my heart. The days with my teachers and friends
are unforgettable. At last I would like to thank all teachers who supported,
encouraged and inspired me. I would like to thank our Chief sir to prepare
us to fight against obstacles in our life.
Thank you sir,
Yours Prasadian

Milan Nayak
XII Sci. M4
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Two years have gone by in the making of you more
human! In these years, the staff members and
students have grown together - both you and they....
you have battled together... you have fallen
together... and you have rejoiced together. You have
always been the subject of your teachers’ actions,
the object of their thoughts and the compliment of
their endeavors. It is through you, that they have
learnt so much. Yes, you have taught them so much!

It is through you that they, once again, experience
the joys of school life....by being a part of your
pranks, by sharing your secrets and by sharing your
jokes. Your days of adolescence, I am sure, were
the toughest to deal with. They at times, might have
been a little too harsh with you. But trust me, it
was not to hurt you, but to make human out of you.
It is all part of the process.

And today, as you stand at the other threshold of
the institution, do not look back at what you have
not done, but look forward to what you can do in
the future and take with you the fond moments you
cherished here. 

Change is the only thing that does not change;
change is inevitable. Therefore, a lot will change,
for sure. But the memories, the fun, the
experiences... these all can’t be taken away just
like that. High school life is still the best ever. Here,
you can feel the hardships, sense of responsibility,
the fun of life, the game of love, the puzzle of choices,
the mending of heartaches, the signal to move on,
the time that you are being pressured, the friends
you can talk to, the teachers you once both loved
or hated, the events you will never forget.

 Every start has an end. But, the question is: Is
this really the end of it? I don’t think so. I know that
there’ll be more to come. Think positive always. Set
your choices and goals in life on the right track.
Cite your target and aim to success!

All of these, all of what you have now were made
possible by your hard work, the sweat and blood of
your parents, teachers  and the guidance of God.
Our parents are our greatest treasures and carriers
of traditions and cultures. They have gifted you with
roots and wings. Yes, it is true your wings are
grown, but remember without roots our wings would
never grow.

May it be that what you have learned over the past
years will mold you to be better people: people who
don’t just go along with this fast-paced world, but

people who see the end of the road clearly. As what Mr.
Gasapo said, “You must have a 20/20 vision”.

Dear students, HSEB Certificate is your key to that
dimension; a dimension which will offer you a lot of
opportunities to choose from. And from these opportunities,
will be your life. Live that life. Never waste it. Stand to what
you believe in is right, as long as it is really the right one.
Show the power of the youth. Don’t put yourself down
caused by the words of other people. Take it as a challenge
in life and say, “This will pass.” Yes, “this will pass”. You
have passed a lot of controversies and difficulties. You have
survived and will continue to survive the quest of life.

So, you are given to the world armored with the P- factor-
the PRASADI factor. Go! The world has a shortage of young
educated people like you. Go and make the difference.

Be righteous in your actions and dignified in your ways.
Let your words bring happiness to others and your actions
bring hope. Be good to people on your way up. They will
hold you up when you tumble down. Believe in yourself,
and you can do what you want to do. And some time in the
future, do come back to your alma mater to tell your
teachers the stories of your success…. for in your success
lies their life’s fulfillment. I would like to share two lines
with you… I read it somewhere:

Keep the knowledge you have learned. Live the dreams
you have dreamed of. Show the world what you really have.
It is our hope that together, forever, we will stand. PRASADI
bids you goodbye today, but never will you go away from
the memory of your teachers. You will look back to your
alma mater for it is here, where it all began. Adieu and see
you again in the crossroads of life.

Bhavatu Sabba Mangalam! (May All Beings Be Happy!)

The future lies before you like a hidden mass of snow,
Be careful how you tread on it, for every mark will
show.

MY BLESSING TO
PRASADIANS

Fr. Amrit Rai, S.J.
Principal

St. Xavier’s School, Jawalakhel
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How would you like to introduce yourself in the
context of the field that you are involved in?

While simply talking, I prefer introducing myself as a
theater artiste since I began my career with theatrical
performance. I feel that I have been able to perform better
in theater than in other fields. Theatrical performance is
only the common medium of art and expression. So, I
have been related more with theater work. In the latter
period, I have worked as a film actor and director as well.
For this, the credit goes to theater experience because
theater performance is the basis of various fields.

Were you interested in literature? If yes, in
which genre?

Yes, my interest was in poetry. I still love literature.
I used to write poems before I entered the theater
field. Once I became first in the district level poetry
writing competition. I feel the beauty and the
liveliness of poetry encouraged me to be in theater
work. In fact, a poem expresses the inner feeling or
desire concerning one’s social and cultural aspects.

What do you say if you have to clarify further
the relation between you and the theater?

I have a strong relation with theater and it is like
Nepal has with Sagarmatha. I understand this as
the reptilian relation of a man with land. Theater is
as much important for me as land is for the reptiles.
So, theater is my base which I should not lose until
the last moment of my life.

You reached India in the process of study. You
would get a lot of opportunities there. Why did
you return to Nepal?

There was a challenge to upgrade theater along
with the advancement of electronic media and
consumer society. There was a necessity of an
academic theater artiste. In fact, I went to India
only to study further for the development of Nepali
theater but not for any opportunities. I was already
confident that my sacred land Nepal is my place of
work.

An Interview with Anup Baral, a Theater Artiste

Name : Anup Baral
Place of Birth : Pokhara
Visited  Places : Jomsom, Mugu, Austrailia,

Korea and Japan
Favourites
Writers : B. P. Koirala and Dhanush

Chandra Gautam
Foods : Dal, Bhat and Tarkari (Pulse,

Rice and Curry)
Colour : Blue
Personality : Manamohan Adhikari
Film : Paralko Aago
Singers : Amrit Gurung, Bob Marlie
Actor and Actress : Meryl Streep and Daniel

Day-lewis
Book : Norwegian Woods
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Would you please say something about your
formal education and its role for a theater
artiste?

I began my formal education from Prithvi Narayan
Campus, Pokhara. I completed Bachelor’s Degree
in Geography and History. By that time, I had already
entered the theater field. Then I got a full scholarship
to study in National Drama School, New Delhi and
completed the higher study in acting there. After that

I returned to Nepal and started working for the
development of theater. It is the general belief that
formal education is needed in every field. My
meaning is the need of formal education should not
be limited to only one field of career. We should not
have only the knowledge about curriculum but also
out-knowledge related to an area of our study. It
brings us an educational maturity. Informal education
or out-knowledge strengthens the formal education.
So, informal education is equally important to
understand a lot of things.

Would you share the story of your success with
us?

In fact, inner desire is the means of success. The
inner interest sharpens one’s talent. Time
determines a person’s interest or desire. A certain
environment is needed to motivate such an interest
or desire. I had such environment in my house. My
father, Durga Baral (Watsayan) is a famous
cartoonist and fine artist in Nepal. His support and
inspiration are the sources of my success.

General people have a thought that those who are
involved in the fields of art, literature and theater
have a difficult and poor life. Is it true?

It was a hard life for them in the past. It has changed with
time now. There are artists or artistes  living a better life
than those who are in other professions. There are a lot of
positions and chances in art field. Next important thing is
that ones who work well, they always get good position in

every field.They never have to live a troublesome life. In
every field, there is always a poor life for those who do not
work sincerely.

The involvement of experienced theater artistes in
film line is increasing these days. Is it appropriate?

There is a lot of change now a days. The concept of making
films lively has started. For the advancement of this concept,
the acting skill of theater artistes is seen more appropriate.
But it does not mean that only the theater artistes are
able. This should not be the limitation, either. There are
many famous film artists who have never worked in theater.
My point is that if they have experience of working in theater
it will be an extra quality for them like ‘fragrance in gold’.
Now onwards, the involvement of theater artistes and film
artists in each others’ field will further increase.

What is the main achievement that you have got by
being active in this field?

In my opinion, theater plays a role of leading source in the
development of a nation. Through theater, I think I have
developed a capacity that spreads the message about the
establishment of all developed society by protesting against
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the perversities taking place in our society. I have been
able to contribute something in the development of our
nation by creating national consciousness through theater.
I feel that this is an important achievement.

Our plays are much dependent on foreign stories and
dramas. Is it because of the shortage of domestic
stories and dramas?

In fact, we are either unable to run with the time and society
where we are living or we are careless with the situation.
The already available contents that mean stories and
dramas have been old and unfit to address the present
time with and move ahead. Next thing is that we have
worked for an appreciation. I think we have failed to
understand the outside world and context in order to
develop theater. For the promotion of theater, it is very
essential for us to understand writing skill, presentation
and situation of international standard. So, it is not because
of the lack of local stories and dramas. There must be a
comparative study on this for its progress.

If this is, has the theater failed to attract the Nepali
literary artists or writers?

There are a lot of writers and literary artists available. But
theater has to be able to attract them. Writers also have
to grow a feeling of writing narratives and plays for theater.
There is a great role of theater to make them feel this
need. Therefore, theater needs to develop that glamour.

What do you think we should do to develop attraction
towards Nepali dramas?

The first and foremost thing is that we need to move ahead
with changes according to time. Next, there should be
varieties in drama. We should respect the various interests
of audience or spectators. Some like fantasy, romance
etc. in dramas whereas, some like social subject matter
in it. The style and contents of dramas should change
according to time. It is necessary to make dramas focusing
on the interest of children as well. Like the crowd or queue
of spectators to see a live cricket or football competition in
a stadium, theater artistes also have to work hard in order
to attract the crowd to see the theatrical performance in
the theater.

Is it necessary to have course about theater
included in school curriculum?

There is a strong lack of proper cultural policy in
Nepal. It has affected the views of seeing the art
and culture. The inclusion of lesson about theater
from the lower level of school will upgrade the
creativity in children as well as bring progress in
theater. Drama is the united form of art.It plays an
important role in one’s personality development.
Theatrical performance is the medium of the
expression of the change in human civilization. It
keeps activating a person. Hence, state needs to
prepare a proper policy to include course about
theater from the primary school level.

What is your experience in acting and direction
since you have worked in the fields for a long
time?

In fact, experience makes people mature. It upgrades
their working capability and teaches them other
many new things. In my view, how much we can
perceive out of all they are to be learnt is important.
We happen to make a lot of mistakes in life in the
process of learning things. But we should realize
mistakes otherwise we have to face a great problem.
We need to have positive thinking to everything. The
work guided by positive thinking is never useless
but the eye to see it can be harmful. While working,
we should take care of every small thing. They can
also be important for us. In fact, none is perfect. For
this, we should work hard to learn and understand
things.

 How much satisfied are you in your profession?

Everybody remains happy while getting chance to
work in the field of his/her interest. The path of my
choice is really difficult.  In fact, the meaning of life
is struggle. We get a different kind of pleasure in
the success achieved through a struggle. I enjoy
pain in struggle so I am satisfied. Desired trouble is
better for me than unearned pleasure.
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Is the establishment of a high quality college in the
development of Nepali art necessary?

The establishment of a college for the advancement
of art in Nepal is quite necessary. If there is a
teaching college like this in Nepal, it does not take
a long time any more to uplift Nepali art. In order to
bring a cream product in acting and direction, a
separate theater college is strongly required. There
is already a college for music, fine art and films.
Now there is necessity of a theater college.

What kind of role do you think the state has to
play in the upliftment of an art field?

First of all, state has to bring a change in its eyes
to see art and culture. It is necessary to prepare a
policy for this. The cultural activities of a country
are the parameter that measures its civilization. The
richness of civilization popularizes a state’s cultural
activities. So, state has to give a value to its cultural
activities. Art and culture help one flourish his/her
personality. So state has to focus its attention on
preparation of curriculum in the development of art
and culture.

Is the role of theater important in social change?

Theater is a source of consciousness. It tries to weaken
the perversion in society focusing on the support to
strengthen good aspect. There is a great role of theater to
go with the changes in the world. Especially through social,
cultural and political consciousness, a theater can imagine
a society that is full of justice, civilization and all
development.

Is there anything left to say in order to clarify your talent
and capability in the field of Nepali theater?

In fact, we sharpen our talent and develop our capability
while working. Practice is needed in order to introduce one’s
talent out. For this, a working place is needed so that we
can move ahead with action. There are still a lot to be
done. I am doing my best to reach the destination.

 What kind of support and advice will you have to
those who want to get involved in theater?

I would heartily welcome and respect those who want to
develop their personality being into this field. Come and
let’s work together. Let’s use our talent and capability in
this theater world with co-operation and honour. It does not
take a long time to gain success if it is our inner interest. It
is good to enter this field with certain aim. One can achieve
success in this field if he/she understand life in the form of
struggle.

At the end, what kind of advice would you want to give for
the students of Prasadi Academy like us?

In fact, I am happy that an educational institution like
Prasadi Academy has been publishing interviews with
personalities from the fields of art, literature and film in its
annual journal. I would like to express my deep gratitude
to Prasadi Academy for the space given to me as a theater
artiste this year. If all the higher secondary schools from
all over Nepal contribute something in favor of art, literature,
culture and plays, they will get enriched soon. I want to
suggest that you should move ahead with  deep interest
and desire in the process of career building. If there is
inner desire, there is success in every field. Success is in
your hand if you work with honesty and carefulness. At the
end, I would like to wish Prasadi Academy and the students
all round progress in future.
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Prasadi Academy
(+2 of Science and Management)
Manbhawan, Tafalhon, Lalitpur.
GPO 8975, EPC 1186
Phone No: 5530562, 5541117,
E-mail: info@prasadi.edu.np
URL: www.prasadi.edu.np

It is a matter of my great pleasure to say that Prasadi Academy has just
turned to be of 16 years. The Academy has succeeded to send out its
16th batch Science and Management students after their completion of
+2 study. It seems to be simple that every year new students come to
join this institute and pass out with the completion of their +2 study. But
there is the matter of joint contribution of teachers, staff, students and
parents to come as new products that can face the new challenges and
global changes. It is my confidence that Prasadi Academy has not left
any stones unturned in order to impart quality education for the
production of compatible manpower demanded by the modern society.
This great achievement  has been sourced by no other than the grand
sharing of knowledge, experience, hardwork etc. among students,
parents, teachers and the institution themselves.

I am very glad to come with ‘Prasadi Souvenir 2071’ at this moment.
The variety of literary texts inside this souvenir deserve to be informative
and entertaining. In fact, it is a literary platform where students have
presented their creativity with articles, stories, poems,essays, jokes
etc. based on their experience, knowledge and learnings in practical
life.I am sure that this is an opportunity for them to express themselves
with freedom that enhances their imaginative power. Moreover, this
opportunity is supportive to them for deepening their knowledge and
widening their understanding of the surrounding world. I would really
like to thank all the students for their creative efforts to bring this souvenir
into success.

Prasadi Academy  can not walk alone, but always follows the policy of
working together in order to conquer the apex of success. I believe that
we need to continue working together  for materializing our commitment
towards the development of education in Nepal. We need to carry on
our collective enthusiam, wisdom and dedication to be on a new height
in the days ahead.Then only our vision for a better Nepal and a better
world will come with success. Therefore, Prasadi Academy always
expects a genuine co-operation from all the sides- teachers, staff,
parents as well as students.

Bikram Rai

Chief

MESSAGE FROM SCHOOL CHIEF




